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The concept of Parallel Vector (scratch pad) Memories (PVM) was introduced as one solution for Parallel Computing in DSP, which can 
provides parallel memory addressing efficiently with minimum latency. The parallel programming more efficient by using the parallel addressing 
generator for parallel vector memory (PVM) proposed in this thesis. However, without hiding complexities by cache, the cost of programming is 
high. To minimize the programming cost, automatic parallel memory address generation is needed to hide the complexities of memory access. 
 
This thesis investigates methods for implementing conflict-free vector addressing algorithms on a parallel hardware structure. In particular, match 
vector addressing requirements extracted from the behaviour model to a prepared parallel memory addressing template, in order to supply data in 
parallel from the main memory to the on-chip vector memory. 
 
According to the template and usage of the main and on-chip parallel vector memory, models for data pre-allocation and permutation in scratch 
pad memories of ASIP can be decided and configured. By exposing the parallel memory access of source code, the memory access flow graph 
(MFG) will be generated. Then MFG will be used combined with hardware information to match templates in the template library. When it is 
matched with one template, suited permutation equation will be gained, and the permutation table that include target addresses for data pre-
allocation and permutation is created. Thus it is possible to automatically generate memory address for parallel memory accesses.  
 
A tool for achieving the goal mentioned above is created, Permutator, which is implemented in C++ combined with XML. Memory access coding
template is selected, as a result that permutation formulas are specified. And then PVM address table could be generated to make the data pre-
allocation, so that efficient parallel memory access is possible.  
 
The result shows that the memory access complexities is hiden by using Permutator, so that the programming cost is reduced.It works well in the 
context that each algorithm with its related hardware information is corresponding to a template case, so that extra memory cost is eliminated.  
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Abstract 
 
 
Parallel Computing in computer systems has been popular for decades and now it is a very hot 
topic in handheld embedded systems due to high performance requirement. The concept of 
Parallel Vector (scratch pad) Memories (PVM) was introduced as one solution for Parallel 
Computing in DSP, which can provides parallel memory access more efficient with minimum 
latency by using conflict-free memory access algorithms. However, without hiding complexities 
by cache, the cost of programming is high. To minimize the programming cost, automatic parallel 
memory address generation is needed to hide the complexities of memory access. 
 
The parallel programming more efficient by using the parallel addressing generator for parallel 
vector memory (PVM) proposed in this thesis. The purpose of the parallel programming for DSP 
is to maximize the hardware’s characteristic and the program on it, reducing the data access time 
by maximizing the bandwidth of useful data access or minimizing garbage data transferring.  
 
This thesis investigates methods for implementing conflict-free vector addressing algorithms on a 
parallel hardware structure. In particular, match vector addressing requirements extracted from 
the behaviour model to a prepared parallel memory addressing template, in order to supply data in 
parallel from the main memory to the on-chip vector memory.  
 
According to the template and usage of the main and on-chip parallel vector memory, models for 
data pre-allocation and permutation in scratch pad memories of ASIP can be decided and 
configured. By exposing the parallel memory access of source code, the memory access flow 
graph (MFG) will be generated. Then MFG will be used combined with hardware information to 
match templates in the template library. When it is matched with one template, suited permutation 
equation will be gained, and the permutation table that include target addresses for data pre-
allocation and permutation is created.  Thus it is possible to automatically generate memory 
address for parallel memory accesses.  
  
A tool for achieving the goal mentioned above is created, Permutator, which is implemented in 
C++ combined with XML. Memory access coding template is selected, as a result that 
permutation formulas are specified, and then PVM address table could be generated to make the 
data pre-allocation. This thesis also includes a case studies on method use in a streaming DSP 
application.  
 
The result shows that the memory access complexities is hiden by using Permutator, so that the 
programming cost is reduced.It works well in the context that each algorithm with its related 
hardware information is corresponding to a template case, so that extra memory cost is eliminated.  
 
Keywords: DSP, Parallel Computing, Parallel Vector (scratch pad) Memories, Memory access, 
Permutation, Coding Template, XML  
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Chapter 1 
 
Introduction 
1.1 Project Description 

This project is one part of the Prof. Dake Liu’s research project of surveying methods and making 
a source code profiling tool to expose run time cost, memory costs, and vector addressing. The 
following description was written by Prof. Dake Liu as the background of the project. 

ASIP DSP sales in 2006 were 15 billion USD out of USD 208 billion USD 
semiconductor sales; however, academic research of ASIP is not a trivial task. The 
research can be too complicated and the scale of a project may be too large to be 
managed. To speed up and further qualify our research, finding the right methodology 
and establishing our supporting tool becomes essential. At the same time, the industry 
requires qualified tools to design and use ASIP. 
Based on the early research on conflict-free memory addressing algorithms [1],the 
research work by Björn Lundgren and Anders Odlund gave specifications of Memory 
Access Pattern (MaP) and made a memory access exposing tool, - the Memorizer. It 
exposes and separate memory access information from the CFG of the source code 
including address pointers and array accesses [8]. 
To continue the research, we need further investigate ways to match the configured 
memory access pattern (including parallel architecture specification) to the extracted 
memory access information from the “Memorizer”. The result of the “matching” will be 
the guide for further parallel programming with conflict free memory access of vector 
scratchpad memories. 

 
This project is to investigate methods for Vector addressing, which can be used to match vector 
addressing models for data pre-allocation and permutation in scratch pad memories of ASIP. 

1.2 Objectives 

One goal of this thesis is to design a tool, which can generate a vector addressing configuration 
from source code and architecture configuration. Since this thesis is one sub-project of a big 
project, some sub projects had been done by other persons, so I will use their contribution as 
background knowledge and list the source information in my reference list. 
 
The concept of Memory Access Code Template (MaCT) introduced in [8], is important in my 
research. 
 
With the project goal in mind we concluded that the question we want to answer in this thesis is: 

 How to supply data from the main memory to the vector memory in parallel with 
minimum latency for an algorithm to be executed in parallel on dedicated hardware. 
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Using the MaCT concept the question can be divided into four sub-questions: 
 How can we select a defined MaCT 
 How do we configure MaCT to adapt HW 
 How do we shrink the distance between Memorizer output and configured MaCT 
 Does it works in cases 

1.3 Method Overview 

The concept of MaCT, which is corresponding with different access formats in one Memory 
access Pattern (MaP), and it can link a specific MaP to its code implementation. From the 
recognition the MaP of source code, the permutation algorithm can be generated for a 
configuration of a subsystem of vector memory HW. The output of the Memorizer called Memory 
access Exposition (MaE) containing information such as memory accesses and related control 
flow, and it can be used as an input to my tool. 
 
In order to organize the work and facilitate reaching the goals stated above, the work has been 
divided into following stages: 

1.3.1 In-depth Studies 

 Other’s research on the field of parallel computing, memory architecture.  

1.3.2 Modeling, Design and Implementation 

 Modeling the selection of the defined MaCT from the Memorizer result with HW 
configuration 

 Searching method to describe MaCT , which is better to be tree structure to make it 
possible to do operations on it 

 Select or design corresponding permutation algorithms from the related MaP by using 
case recognition 

 Generate Permutation Table, for the DCT case 
 DCT case simulation, simulate hardware running DCT calculation of permutation 

operation 

1.4 Workflow 

At the beginning of this project, objectives and foundations were set up to achieve this work, a lot 
of papers related to the subject were searched and read. After those basic objectives were set up, 
the work was divided into steps which are stated previously. 

1.5 Limitations & Scope 

The completion of the project is only a master thesis project, so some parts of the work is just 
modeled and described how to be made following a manual.  
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1.6 Thesis Outline 

To help the reader understand this thesis, the skeleton of the thesis is listed as the following: 
 
 
Chapter 1, Introduction is a presentation of this master thesis project and it gives the 

background, the problems to be solved and a description of the work process. 
 
Chapter 2, Parallel Computing This chapter presents the background of parallel computing. 
 
Chapter 3, Concept for Parallel Memory Data Supply This chapter introduces the related 

concepts of this thesis research. 
 
Chapter 4, DSP Parallel Programming This chapter introduces the theory of this thesis, with 

focus on DSP parallel programming. 
 
Chapter 5, Model This part describes the model of how to reach the goal. 
 
Chapter 6, Design and Implementation This chapter describes the technologies related and the 

tool that I implemented. 
 
Chapter 7, Case studies DCT case is used to show that the tool works as expected. 
 
Chapter 8, Result and Conclusion Thesis summary with the suggestions on future work in the 

area. 
 
Appendices In this part, the appendices and our references are included. 
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Chapter 2 
 
Parallel Computing 
2.1 Introduction 

To handle large computation, the processor is required to run faster. A strategy called parallelism 
is used to for this purpose. 
  
When parallelism is applied in a common task, it is parallel computing. Parallel computing deals 
with parallel architecture, parallel algorithm, and parallel programming. 

2.2 Parallelism 

Parallelism as a strategy to accelerate application is a significant achievement in the development 
of microprocessors, increasing the rates of computation.   
 
Parallelism is usually achieved through the following steps: 
 1. Divide the task into smaller sub-tasks;  

2. Make multiple workers do the job simultaneously for each sub-task;  
3. Coordinate with different workers. 

 
Parallelism has several types, according to [13], they are the following: 

 Bit-level parallelism, is based on increasing processor word size. Thus resulting in fewer 
instructions to be executed by the processor.  

 Instruction level parallelism, re-order the instructions needed to be executed by processor and 
group them to be executed simultaneously without changing the results. 

 Data parallelism, also known as loop-level parallelism, each processor performs the same 
task on different data.  

 Task parallelism, also known as control parallelism, each processor performs different task. 
Pipeline is a special case of task parallelism. 

They belong to either implicit or explicit parallelism. 
 
According to [13], parallelism has some advantages which made it so popular in the past decades, 
those are: 

 The parallel architecture has no inherent limit in expansion and therefore computational 
power could be in a perennial growth. 

 When the application domain runs in parallel, it would be better the solution is a parallel one. 
Such as many scientific computations, or business like stock market, air traffic control and so 
on. 

 Parallelism is a cost-effective way to compute with regards to economy. 
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2.3 Parallel Architecture 

Tradition partitioning for parallel processing are usually based on the task partitioning, Prof. Dake 
Liu suggested a new architecture that offered the partition of complexity, which is to partition 
tasks by separating complexity of program flow control, data complexity and memory access 
complexity and to handle them separately. The separation is applied to both hardware and 
software development. [7] 
 
A streaming program usually consists of two parts, the FSM (Finite State Machine) part and the 
parallel computing part. The FSM part handles the program complexities. The parallel computing, 
which handles iterative mathematical functions, can be divided into two parts: handling of 
arithmetic computing and handling of memory access. The handling of arithmetic computing is to 
map algorithms to the datapath hardware and utilize the hardware parallel features to the max. 
The handling of memory access supplies multiple data to the computing units with minimum 
latency. The ideal case would be that as soon as an algorithm is to be executed, sufficient data will 
just be available in the register file. [7] 
 

2.4 Parallel Computing 

Parallel computing is considered to be high performance compared with serial computing. Figure 
2.1 illustrates how parallel computing has significant performance compared with serial 
computing. Some time is lost in the communications between processors, which depending on the 
system setting, can have a significant effect on the total time. 
 

 
Figure 2.1 Serial and Parallel Processing 

 
Parallel computing is to run algorithms in parallel hardware based on parallel programming on a 
dedicated parallel system.Parallel computing has made a tremendous impact on a variety of areas 
ranging from computational simulations for scientific and engineering applications to commercial 
applications in data mining and transaction processing. The cost benefits of parallelism coupled 
with the performance requirements of applications present compelling arguments in favor of 
parallel computing. [11] 
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Parallel computing consists of parallel computer systems, parallel algorithms and parallel 
programming. It needs multiple processors, the network, parallel algorithm, and environment to 
make and control processing. The network connects processors together. The environment 
includes operating system and parallel program tools. The parallel algorithm divide program into 
segments so that multiple processors can work. 
 
Parallel computer systems are about system architectures and models, system interconnections, 
performance. There are two kinds of parallel systems: architecture-specific programming of 
parallel machines and architecture-independent programming of parallel machines. The 
architecture-specific one is very popular now, since its model is matured and the tools made for it 
are sophisticated. In system architecture, the architecture of processors and memory access 
models is very important, and developers of microprocessors usually pay a lot of attentions to 
these two aspects.  
 
Parallel computers are classified into four types by Flynn [16], SISD (Single Instruction, Single 
Data), SIMD (Single Instruction, Multiple Data), MISD (Multiple Instruction, Single Data) and 
MIMD (Multiple Instruction, Multiple Data). 
 
Parallel algorithms is the theory basis of the parallel computing, containing computational models, 
design policy, design technology, design methodology, and parallel numerical algorithms. 
 
Parallel programming is the software environment of the parallel computing, it will be discussed 
in detail later in chapter 4. 
 
The communication between processors is relying on the memory architecture. 
 
The memory architecture can be categorized into shared memory and distributed memory. In 
shared memory architecture, each processor share the same memory space, but only one access to 
memory is allowed at a time. Control signal is used to achieve synchronization to the shared 
memory space. In distributed memory architecture, each processor has its own private memory 
area, and they share data by using a communication network when the data needs to be 
reassembled. Further more, there is a distributed shared memory which has the characteristic of 
both the two architectures mentioned above. 

2.5 Parallel Memory access 

According to what has been mentioned before, the ideal case is when data is available in the 
register file, which is very difficult therefore most of the cases of the parallel datapath are not 
efficiently used due to the memory access latency [7].In [7], it was suggested that both connection 
networks and addressing for memory access should be designed in order to supply data in parallel 
with minimum latency. 
 
The main memory or on-chip vector memory is the place to store data, and the parallel computing 
requires supplying data in parallel. But only one addressable data could be accessed in one 
memory access for the off-chip memory. For the on-chip memory, it is possible to supply parallel 
memory data access. Memory access mismatch or address conflict could make the memory access 
in parallel impossible [7]. 
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Design of parallel memory access, is suggested to be divided into three steps for the complexity 
partitioning of parallel memory access, and it is illustrated in Figure 2.2. 

 
Figure 2.2 Three steps for the design of parallel memory access, from [7] 

 
In Figure 2.2, OCN stands for on chip connection network. In the first step, OCN is designed 
according to the parallel architecture and traffic analysis between processors and memories [7].In 
the second step, configuration is done to the OCN. In the final step, data addressing is designed 
with conflict-free parallel memory access for an algorithm. 
 
Conflict-free means that memory access of all data words in parallel from different physical 
memory blocks. To reach a conflict-free access, the number of accessed physical memory blocks 
must be equal or more than the number of parallel memory accesses. [7] 
  
However, the configured OCN only supplies connection channels, and it does not offer the 
method of parallel memory access to adapt to the execution of algorithms in parallel [7].So 
algorithms are required for the data addressing with related data sets and memory access patterns. 
 
There are different connection networks due to different requirements for different applications. 
The reasons and examples are illustrated in [7]. It is usually preferred to adapt a two-dimensional 
connection network in the case when multiple parallel connections between multiple vector 
memories and multiple parallel computing engines are required.  
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Chapter 3 
 
Concept for Parallel Memory Data Supply 
3.1 Introduction 

In the past several decades, the microprocessor technology has advanced a lot, but a prominent 
problem still exists, memory system can not supply data to the processor at the required rate. 
Significant innovations in architecture and software have addressed the alleviation of bottlenecks 
posed by the datapath and the memory [11]. 
 
“Von Neumann bottleneck”, is the name of the problem mentioned above. This problem is very 
common in current microprocessor architectures, because memory access time is longer, such as 
hundreds of clock cycle, so the compute units need to wait for the data to arrive.  
 
Most embedded DSP processors have the parallel architecture for the streaming signal processing. 
In parallel architectures, parallel data access is required. In order to access data, connection 
channels are needed, so that on chip connection network is needed to provide connection channels. 

3.2 Parallel Memory Architecture (PMA) 

As soon as the connection network is configured and available, the memory access will be 
prepared for parallel algorithms to be executed. The faster the access is, the lower will be the 
computing latency induced by memory access. The main latency is usually induced by the main 
memory access. [7] 
 
Since only one data word in one main memory can be accessed in one clock cycle, not in parallel, 
then it is needed to design a wide memory and access data in parallel. 
  
Parallel Memory Architecture (PMA) is the logic representation of the parallel memory system. 
With PMA, data can be accessed in parallel and the memory bandwidth is increased by using 
several memory modules working in parallel.  
 
The generalized block diagram of PMA is shown in Figure 3.1, it is consists of a data permutation 
unit ∏,N memory modules S0, S1, S2… Sn-1 and an address computation unit . 
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Figure 3.1 Generalized block diagram of PMA, based on [3] 

 
Usually there are several tasks in PMA, such as the required conflict free access formats for the 
application, data located in which memory module with the address inside the memory module, 
permutation between the input and output data. PMA has been mainly used as data memories for 
array, parallel, and vector processors to provide high bandwidth for challenging applications, such 
as scientific computations, image processing, and volume rendering. [9] 
 
The data representation related to PMA model are sample and scanning field [8]. A sample is a 
data access to one memory module, and a scanning field is a group of samples needed to be 
accessed in parallel. In practice, scanning field usually are data objects such as image macro block, 
table or matrix. A sample has its logical address r and a scanning field is presented as R with        
r ∈R. 
 
There are two assignment functions, and the data location mechanism of PMA is decided by them. 
Those are module assignment function and address function, which are represented as address 
computation unit in Figure 3.1. The address computation unit computes the data should located in 
appropriate memory modules and the address inside it from the access format F and the location 
of the first element (scanning point) r. 
 
The module assignment function S: R→{0, 1, . . . , N-1} and address function  
a: R→{0, 1, . . . , amax} are defined. For r  ∈R,S(r) denotes the memory module where the value 
of sample r is placed and a(r) denotes in-module address. 
 
A block diagram of the Address Computation unit is depicted in Figure 3.2. 
 

 
Figure 3.2 Address Computation units, based on [3] 

 
The access formats F is the so called predetermined patterns of the data access in PMA, therefore 
data stored in parallel memories can not be assigned arbitrarily, so there are some predetermined 
patterns that stands for allowing known PMA access control signals. Different applications 
usually utilize different access formats. 
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The data permutation unit ∏ shuffles the data in an correct order from the access format and 
scanning point, this will be discussed detailed in the next chapter. 
 
All the data addressed by an access function should be accessible in parallel, in other words, the 
access format should be conflict free within the associated module assignment function. The 
conflict free access means that only one access per memory module port is allowed at a time. [10] 

3.3 PVM 

To design a low cost low latency connection network with enough bandwidth and flexibility, data 
traffic models need to be investigated. Data access between main memory and the vector memory 
is one kind of memory traffic for signal processing [7]. For some applications it’s clear that 
improving the transfer from the main memory to the vector memory would greatly increase the 
total performance [8]. 

3.3.1 What is PVM? 

PVM stands for Parallel Vector (scratch pad) Memories.P3RMA stands for Programmable 
Parallel memory architecture for Predictable Random Memory Access. P3RMA is one of the 
main memory solutions to supply parallel data to computing engines including its hardware 
architecture and methodologies of embedded parallel programming. [7] 
 
In [8] PVM is one kind of P3RMA, which is used as a good solution for “Von Neumann 
bottleneck”. The PVM architecture consists of a register file, a wide bus and multiple write-ports, 
an on chip vector (scratch pad) memory, a main memory with a wide bus between the forenamed 
two memories, permutation hardware, and a strong programmer tool chain and methodology. 
Several parallel memory blocks are included in the vector memory, and every memory block can 
be accessed independently, so that accessing parallel data with minimum latency is feasible. An 
architecture example of the PVM is illustrated in the Figure 3.3. PVM is one kind of 
implementations of PMA. 
 
The permutation hardware in PVM which consists of  permutation network and address 
generators, makes the data shuffling between the main memory and the scratch pads, supplying 
data to compute unit in the order and in the right time. We will focus on how that is implemented 
in this thesis.  
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Figure 3.3 A 128b wide 8 way PVM and its surroundings, based on [7] 

 
The vector memory in Figure 3.3 consists of 8 physical blocks, and each block’s bandwidth is 16 
bits. Thus the data width of the vector memory is between 16 bits and 128 bits. The permutation 
hardware can shuffle 8 16bit data to the vector memory, and the output of the vector memory as 
the input of the vector register file. The vector memory can also get input from the vector register 
file with the write operations.  
 
Since that each memory block in the vector memory can just be accessed once in each clock cycle, 
so data to be accessed in parallel should be in different memory blocks to achieve parallel data 
access. It means the data addressing information should be “predictable” so that data in the vector 
memory can be pre-allocated and planed for parallel accesses. [7] 

3.3.2 Why PVM is selected?  

There are other alternatives such as cache and ultra large register file, but those are discarded. 
 
A cache supplies parallel data from one cache line. The cache was designed for general purpose 
processors, not for parallel access. So only a small part in a cache line will be used by the current 
parallel operations, while the majority part will not be used [7].A cache is used to store data with 
strong temporal locality, but streaming signal processing’s data reuse rate is very low, so it is not 
preferred to use cache for parallel signal processing. 
 
In ultra large register file, it is possible to access data in parallel of one row, one column, in any 
place of the register file. But the silicon cost is high and the power consumption is high too. So it 
is usually avoided in low cost low power applications. 
 
The PVM is able to access multiple data from any place in any memory block, its cost is low and 
its power consumption is low too, therefore it is selected for parallel signal processing in DSP.  

3.4 Raster Memory Representation 

From [8], PMA combined with two-dimensional scanning fields is called raster memory 
representation. So it is easy to use r= ( i , j ) to represent the location of data in memory, where  
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“i” stands for the column and “j” stands for the row in the raster memory .There is a detailed 
description in [8]. 
 
The raster memory representation is very mathematical and logical in denoting the data access in 
memory, and it will make the analysis easy to understand. 

3.5 Memorizer 

This part describes some important concepts defined in [8], which are also the base for my thesis 
research. 

3.5.1 What is Memorizer? 

Memorizer is one tool developed in [8], analyzing and producing output for the compiled source 
code. Its goal is to expose memory accesses, showing how memory access in the function is done. 
The memory access can be used to match against memory access pattern, which is useful in the 
parallel programming.   
 
Provider: 
It was created by Björn Lundgren and Anders Odlund as one part of their master thesis result [8].  
 
Inputs: 
The raw C code is the input of the Memorizer tool. 
But because Memorizer plugs into GCC and access the code at an intermediate representation 
level, the raw C code is not the real input to Memorizer but instead Memorizer takes the GIMPLE 
representation of the code [8].The transformation from the raw C code to GIMPLE representation 
of the code is done inside the Memorizer by the GCC.  
 
Outputs: 
The output from Memorizer is the specified representations of a Memory Access Exposition. 
There are several outputs: Full Dependency Graph, Addressing Dependency Graph, Memory 
Access Tables, and Memory Access XML. The detail information of these outputs can be found 
in [8]. 
 
Configurations: 
Memorizer has a configuration file called memorizer.conf. 
By configure memorizer.conf, the input can be filtered and output can be controlled, so that only 
functions listed in [analyze] will be analyzed and the options of output which started with no_ can 
be generated. 
Detailed information of how to configure could be found in [8]. 
 
Function: 
The process of Memorizer contains the followings, which were described in [8]:  

Collecting information 
Parsing through the code and built up a tree structure of the interesting information. 
 
Finding memory access 
Identify the nodes in the tree that are memory accesses. 
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Finding addressing calculations 
Recursively iterate through the tree to find all calculations leading up to the address of a 
memory access. 
 
Finding loops 
Detecting loops in the code and the conditions governing the execution of them. 

 
Target users: 
ASIP designer 
 
Limitations: 

Control Flow  
The more control logic there is intermixed with the addressing calculations, the harder it will 
be to get any useful result. Memorizer is best at exposing addressing in programs that consists 
of large basic blocks. [8] 
 
Well behaved code  
Pointers to pointers to pointers . . . you get the point; having to intricate structures of pointers 
will make it harder to understand the exposed information. [8] 
 
Functions  
Memorizer only works on function level and can’t find relations in between functions. 
Therefore, if it is possible, addressing code should be kept in the same function as its 
surrounding loop.[8] 
 
Inline Assembly  
Code which includes inline assembly will not be analysed, since no GIMPLE tree is created 
for blocks of assembler code. [8] 
 
Pointers and Arrays  
Memorizer assumes that all memory accesses are done either by referencing a pointer or by 
accessing an element of an array, if a memory access is done some other obscure way it will 
not be found.[8] 

3.5.2 MaP, MaE & MaCT 

MaP stands for Memory Access Pattern.  
MaE stands for Memory Access Exposition. 
MaCT stands for Memory Access Code Template. 
 
The memorizer exposes the MaP of the memory access source code. A MaP is a set of data 
accesses to the memory. Each individual access can be represented either by:[8] 

1. Absolute address 
2. Relative offset to a reference point address 
3. Relative offset to previous access 

 
A MaE contains the analysis of the access source code, consists of access type, base address, 
initial value, iteration expression, iteration initial, iteration numbers, sample size, elements and 
offset. The memory access control flow information is included in the MaE.  
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A MaE can be used to create a MaP when the memory accesses it presents can be identified as a 
specific MaP. MaE can be in the format of table form, and it can be used to generate the DMA 
linking table.  
 
The DMA linking table specifies uploading and downloading of scanning field from main 
memory into PVM. It consists of a chain of DMA operations, identified by start address and data 
block length. [7]  
 
A MaCT is a code implementation of a specific MaP. The MaCT is somewhat hardware 
dependent for that it implies specific memory system [8].So there will be several MaCT for one 
MaP corresponding to different hardware supported access formats. 
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Chapter 4 
 
DSP Parallel Programming 
4.1 Introduction 

This thesis makes a research focusing on the possibilities of parallel algorithms for DSP. In order 
to have a good parallel DSP application, “Von Neumann bottleneck” is suggested to be solved. 
 
With the development of DSP market, a number of companies pay attention to parallel processor 
chips, since it is the natural way to increase processing in digital computing devices such as high 
performance communication, networking and imaging. 
 
In order to have a good solution to the “Von Neumann bottleneck” in DSP development, we 
concentrate our attention on research about parallel programming algorithms for DSP. 

4.2 Parallel programming  

Parallel programming worked as software support for parallel computing, including programming 
models and programming environment with tools. 
 
Programming models will be affected by the memory architectures in the processors 
communication. There are many parallel programming models, and two of the most commonly 
used models are: 

 Message passing model, in which interactions between processes running on different 
processors are done by receiving and sending message. There is cooperation between 
processes when data is transferred, and that is when one sending message in one process 
matching with one receiving message in another process.  

 Data parallel model, in which each process is assigned different part of the same data 
structure, and then the data exchange between processors. The message transfer should be 
invisible to the programmer. This model needs a data parallel compiler to allocate data to all 
the processes. 

 
The models don’t need to care about the number of processors, they should support a rich set of 
data sizes and types, and support known styles of parallelism. 
 
Programming environment with tools contains paralyzing compiler, performance analysis, 
program debugging, and graphical tools for programming. 
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4.3 Parallel programming for DSP 

Modern video processing applications need more digital signal processing abilities to deal with 
image processing, compression and analysis. The designers adapt multiple DSP chips to satisfy 
this demand, and parallel-processor chips are introduced. The properties of parallel computing 
mentioned above also are valid for parallel-processor chips of DSP. 
 
Nowadays, more and more multimedia applications are integrated into handsets which use DSP 
processors to benefit from the high performance of parallel computing. Since it is a trend to use 
parallel-processor chips of DSP, parallel programming for DSP has became important in the DSP 
design.  
 
Most embedded DSP processors are streaming signal processors, dedicated supporting real-time 
digital signal processing. The purpose of the parallel programming for DSP is to maximize the 
hardware’s characteristic and program on it, reducing the data access time by maximizing the 
bandwidth of useful data access or minimizing garbage data transferring.  
 
There is a way that simultaneous used data been allocated to different memory blocks in PVM, 
and then the required data can be supplied to register file in parallel by parallel datapath. This also 
implies that the data to be addressed must be “predictable” so that the vector data can be statically 
allocated and scheduled for parallel accesses [7]. 
 
The reason why we use PVM as the solutions is because the result of existing products are not 
good enough, such as the cache don’t support multiple access formats but just one and cache’s 
missing rate is high so that the access time is longer, the ultra large register file is a good choice 
but it is very expensive because of the very high silicon cost and high power consumption. 
Meanwhile, the PVM characteristics and advantages are so good and have been explained in the 
chapter 3.3, and therefore it is selected as the ultimate solution. 
 
The data access time is usually hidden to the program running on a good parallel architecture. The 
number of data accesses, is less than the number of datapath operations in general computing, and 
it could be the same as the number of datapath operations in video computing. So the hardware 
should have the ability to access data in parallel. 
 
Since streaming data and streaming signal processing have enough “static” features 
(predictability), it is possible to pre-allocate data for parallel memory access through applying 
PVM. 

4.3.1 Memory subsystem Hardware 

Here is the suggested memory subsystem hardware for the theory described above---PVM based 
memory sub system for the SIMT architecture [7]. 
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Figure 4.1 Suggested PVM sub system, from [7] 

 
The task manager is the RISC DSP core, and there are several vector engines using PVM in the 
system which is under the control of task manger. Different type’s parallel hardware could be the 
vector engine which is marked by the dashed line in Figure 4.1, such as a SIMD datapath of ILP 
system or a slave SIMD processor of MP system. A DMA linking table and a permutation table 
are used to supply data for the application running in a vector engine. 
 
DMA linking Table is issued by the RISC DSP. It could be constructed before or during 
execution time according to the data allocation in the main memory and an addressing algorithm. 
The DMA linking table consists of a chain of DMA accesses; each access is specified with its 
start address and its data length. All data blocks of a DMA task will finally be concatenated as a 
DMA data packet of the DMA transaction. [7]  
 
Permutation Table consists of all a table of target addresses for all data carried by the DMA 
transaction from the main memory to the PVM [7]. The address of a data word in a PVM may 
contain two parts: Block address that points a memory block, and Offset address which is the 
position in a memory block. All data should be conflict-free in PVM. The construction of a 
permutation table is based on the specification of the DMA linking table, the current available 
memory space in PVM, and the parallel algorithm [7].It is suggested that the permutation table to 
be prepared before or during the DMA transaction . 
 
The permutation table is the PVM equivalent of PMA assignment functions, specifying allocation 
of stored samples within the PVM, stated as row-wise permutations.  
 
As described in Figure 4.1, vector engines are controlled by RISC DSP core, so each vector 
engine receive tasks assigned by the RISC DSP core and execute them. In [7], the task to a vector 
engine is explained as the following: 
 

1. The task code (program) entry or the task code (if the task is short enough) 
2. The DMA linking tables for the main memory access 
3. The permutation tables for the vector memory access 
4. The trigger to start the task running in the vector engine 
5. The execution of DMA transfer in parallel pre-fetching vector data for the parallel task 

 
The permutation is one of the keywords in my research, so I pay more attention to the subtask 3 
and discuss it in detail. Other subtask are explained clearly in [7].After subtask 2 is done, the data 
is loaded from the main memory, the permutation engine will distribute this data word to one of 
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the memory blocks in vector memory and at a predefined address in the block. Both the assigned 
memory block and the predefined address are following the permutation table. The permutation 
engine is controlled by the vector engine and the action of writing to the PVM is synchronized by 
the DMA transaction. 

4.3.2 Parallel programming method 

Careful scheduling of the algorithm execution and the data supply, will lead to minimizing the 
execution time and maximizing the memory efficiency. [7] 
 
Figure 4.2 list the data access procedure of parallel programming for P3RMA based on PVM by 
manual: 
 

 
Figure 4.2 programming parallel algorithms based on PVM architecture, from [7] 

 
The steps 1-2 are general modeling of a parallel architecture using PVM, and it is independent of 
the applications. After step 3 is done, the parallel memory access is exposed.  
 
A data array as local variables is used by an algorithm allocated to the datapath modules. Loading 
and storing data to and from the data array will be exposed as memory accesses. [7]  
 
After modelling the addressing behaviour, the relation between behaviour and physical addressing 
is defined according to the result of the above steps.  
 
In [8], the concept of MaCT is defined to represent the coding template. However, I think it is too 
logic and abstract, not ease for parallel program coding. After discussion with Prof. Dake Liu, I 
suggest to use more separate coding template to represent different aspects of the addressing of 
parallel DSP algorithms.A coding template for parallel addressing is the code of an addressing 
algorithm based on a parallel architecture and available for programmers as reference code [7] 
.  
 
Based on the classification of addressing behaviours, I would like to classify the coding templates 
as the followings: 
1. Address Data dimensions: 1D or 2D, with a reference start point  
2. Address Algorithms: Contains memory access algorithms 
3. The size of parallel memory access versus to the size of PVM: size of accesses is larger or not 

to the PVM size. 
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There are two situations in scheduling parallel memory access for PVM: 
 Situation 1: The size of PVM is enough for parallel memory access in the algorithm, so it does 

not need extra processing. 
 

 Situation 2: The size of PVM is smaller than the size of the memory access. Thus it needs to 
do some special processing before or during the runtime. It is much more complex than last 
situation. 

 
If an addressing pattern can be specified for each algorithm and eventually adapted to the PVM 
structure, the coding of parallel computing on a SIMT machine using PVM will be really easy. 
The following challenges should be: first, to find coding templates; second, to develop a way (a 
tool chain) to using coding templates. [7]  
 
The coding template for the addressing pattern is better to be conflict free for parallel memory 
access, which means that all data required can be accessed in parallel in one clock cycle. 
 
A behavioural address coding template (BACT) is specified for modeling a parallel addressing 
required by an algorithm. The BACT models the address permutation while loading data to 
memory blocks so that data can be accessed in parallel while running the algorithm. The BACT is 
coded as a kind of conflict-free memory access by specifying relative positions of each access. A 
BACT can be configured to adapt to the target hardware, such as the number of parallel memory 
blocks and the size of each block. After hardware adaptation, a BACT becomes a coding template 
of a PVM, a PMCT. Finally, a PMCT can be used for a specific algorithm with specific physical 
PVM address. [7] 
 
According to the above theory, the MaCT in [8] belongs to the BACT, and PMCT is the basic 
coding template for our latter processing.   

4.4 Programming tools for P3RMA of PVM 

Because the PVM memory access analysis by manual is too complex, tools for programming are 
used to help reduce the work of manpower and make it manageable. 
 
Three tools are defined to guide the parallel programming as Profiler, Memorizer, Matcher, and 
PVM address generator. Figure 4.3 illustrates the relations between the tools and parallel 
programming. 
 
In [15], the first tool—Relief is created to expose opportunities of parallel computing. In [8], the 
second tool-- Memorizer is created to expose the parallel memory access by source code analysis, 
and the MFG (memory access flow graph) will be generated in (f).Thus expose opportunities is to 
be further analyzed by the Memorizer, and then the MFG will be used later. 
 
The function of the Matcher is pattern matching. It tries to match the input identified source code 
result with the PMCT in the template library, resulting in finding the matched template or 
matched nothing. If matched nothing, it means there is no fit permutation behaviour or a new 
template for this addressing algorithm may needed to be generated. 
 
The function of PVM address generator is to map the behaviour address to the physical addresses 
in both the main memory and the PVM, generating permutation table. At the end of the 
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programming tool chain, the DMA linking table and the PVM address table (permutation table) 
will be generated. 

 
Figure 4.3 Tools for P3RMA programming, from [7] 

 
The template library contains the addressing templates of parallel memory access, which should 
be prepared first in (a). The MFG comes from extracted addressing code of a subroutine, and it is 
the one of the input of Matcher for matching.  
 
As soon all addressing modes extracted from the Memorizer can be matched with available 
addressing templates, addressing modes of all vector computing are recognized and the DMA 
transaction table as well the permutation table can be generated according to the template, the 
MFG extracted from the source code, the hardware of PVM, and the current available space in 
PVM.  
 
In this thesis, I tried to make the automatic programming tools of the Matcher and PVM Address 
generator. I call the tools that contain Matcher and PVM address generator as Permutator, and the 
permutation table is the results of the tools I have created. 
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The P3RMA based programming flow is illustrated in Figure 4.4, which make the programming 
process easy to understand. 
 

 
Figure 4.4 P3RMA based programming flow, from [7] 

4.5 Permutation 

Permutation is one of the components in PVM, which is important in the solution that solving the 
“Von Neumann bottleneck” problem. Permutation in PVM supplies the data to processing units in 
parallel and on time, it is crucial in making DSP parallel computing works well. For that in the 
problem the memory access time is longer thus the compute units need to stall waiting for data 
arrive, if permutation works as suggested so that the computation units don’t need to wait for data, 
then the performance is upgraded. 
 
The permutation is achieved by the help of the permutation hardware. According to the PVM 
address in permutation table, data permutation is done. The data permutation unit ∏, also called 
permutation network in permutation hardware, establishing the “correct order” of the data at the 
parallel output of the memory. 
 
In [8], access format F is defined as  
F=F(r) ={r+e 0 , r+e1 , ... , r+e 1−M }, r in R (r, sample address, is variable) 
The data are stored in the memory modules S(r). 
 
So that the permutation network has to carry out the permutation for the F, its output (π ) is 

  π (F, S)=
⎟⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛

−−

−

1        1           1          0   
        )S(r      )S(r    )S(r 1M10
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And its input (

1−π ) is done when the data of the access format F(r) are written, 

  
1−π (F, S)= 

⎟⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛ −−
−         )S(r      )S(r    )S(r

1        1           1          0   
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In the permutation, r is reference address, and it is constant. 
The above formulas are functions we need to have for the data permutation unit. 
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Chapter 5 
 
Model 

 

5.1 Introduction 

As mentioned before, this thesis is one sub project of the research project described in the   
chapter 1, so some work has been done as base of this project. From the introduction of the theory 
in the last chapter, it’s known that this thesis project is in the middle of the whole project 
combined with hardware implementations, which is depicted in the Figure 5.1. 
 

 
Figure 5.1 Position of the thesis project in the whole project 

 
The hardware components in the Figure 5.1 come from the PVM. 
 
With the background and theory knowledge, my work for this thesis project are to make a feasible  
model for the theory and try to implement the model that make it works. 
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5.2 Modeling 

According to the theory of previous chapter, the thesis project task can be divided into the 
following: 

 From the memorizer, the access format is exposed and renamed as access pattern. 
 Match MFG that contains the access pattern with the predefined PMCT in template 

libraries 
 Get the related permutation formula from the matched template, generating into 

permutation table 
 According to permutation table and input data, make the permutation 

 
The inputs of the project are the hardware information of PVM, the output of the Memorizer such 
as the MFG, MaE table. And the output of the project is the permutation formula with the 
permutation table. 
 
Then with the knowledge I got, the possible general workflows are draw in Figure 5.2, there are 
two kinds of the workflows. 
 
Figure 5.2 a make the configuration of hardware information before comparison, and the Figure 
5.2 b do the hardware information configuration after comparison. Figure 5.2a only compare with 
the template which has the same hardware properties, thus it save time and resources. Figure 5.2b 
is a common method in hardware design that do processing first and then make the result adapt to 
hardware, but this method compare the input with all the templates ,it would need more time and 
resource on the unmatched templates compared to the method of Figure 5.2a.  
 
For this reason that method in Figure 5.2a needs less time and it’s easy to achieve the matching 
when the hardware information is added to the input, it is selected as the general workflow of this 
model. 
 

 
Figure 5.2a General workflow 
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Figure 5.2b General workflow 

 

5.2.1 Data structure 

In [8], it is suggest that from the result of MaE, categorize it and create a MaP, then from the MaP 
to specify its MaCT.  
 
A complete source code of the function is transformed into GIMPLE by GCC and GEM, and then 
the function is separated into one or more basic blocks. Memorizer identified each basic block and 
builds a tree structure.  
 
The tree structure built by the Memorizer is a graph describing the data dependencies between the 
expression and the operators and is called the DDG Nodes (DDG is short for Data Dependency 
Graph). Every node in the DDG Nodes has a corresponding node in the GIMPLE Tree and the 
tree codes of the GIMPLE nodes are saved in the DDG node to identify the type of the node. [8] 
 
The visualization of the DDG Nodes can be found in [8].DDG Nodes with its explicit 
dependencies are identified if they represents memory access by the step of Finding Memory 
Access and Finding Addressing Calculations in Memorizer. The addressing dependency graph 
contains these DDG Nodes and their explicit dependencies. The addressing dependency graph as 
one of the outputs of the Memorizer is the representation of the memory access and address 
calculations. The addressing dependency graph is one kind of the MFG.  
 
 There are up to three sub graph for each basic block such as Addressing Calculations, Memory 
Writes and Memory Reads corresponding to three types of operation. One example of the 
addressing dependency graph is illustrated in Figure 5.3. 
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Figure 5.3 Example of addressing dependency graph, from [8] 

 
According to [8], when applying the PMA model two-dimensional scanning field, e.g. image or 
matrix data, it is common to use a two-dimensional scanning field representation, so called raster. 
If the data contained in a raster are interpreted as a data array, then the memory is called an array 
memory rather than a raster memory [1]. 
 
From the above description, there are two kinds of data structures which can be used to stand for 
the memory accesses: tree and array. The trees in the addressing dependency graph can represent 
the relation of memory access with variables, functions, array elements, or pointers. While array 
which representing the memory access can only show the access address in the relative offset to a 
base address. So the tree structure can be the general data structure of the memory access, and the 
array structure can be used in the case that the scanning field is considered as two-dimensional 
memory area access or raster memory access. 

5.2.2 Matcher in the Permutator 

 What to match 
 To match contents that are exposed by the memorizer 

 --Memory access patterns: MFG (Memory access Flow Graph) 
 --Represented as: Memory access table & addressing dependency graph   

 What are available from configured Code Template 
 --Specific addressing algorithm  
 --Specific (relative) physical PVM address 
 --Constrained by the number of blocks and size of each PVM block  

 The distance between MFG and PMCT  
--The addressing dependency graph is graph format, difficult to be compared; PMCT and 
addressing dependency graph both needed to be comparable  
--The information in Memory access table can not be used in the table format 

 The expected result of matching  
--The block name and relative position in a block of each data element in a data array 

 To do in the future work:  
--Physical addresses of data arrays in real parallel programs 
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Concepts definitions 
 
Some new concepts are created for the following parts. I make explanations of them here. 
 
AdG stands for Addressing dependency Graph. 
AdGT stands for Addressing dependency Graph Template. Here the AdGT is supposed to be 
assigned with its corresponding PVM specification, so it is one kind of the PMCT. 
MaCR stands for Memory access Code Recognition, which presents the memory access in the 
format of access array. 
MaCRT stands for Memory access Code Recognition Template, and it is the access array format. 
 
The MaCR and MaCRT are used to do the pre-processing for the matcher to select one of PMCT 
to match MFG, which can improve the efficiency of the tools. 
 

 How to convert 
 

 To minimize the distance, the conversion includes 
From the MaCT translate into MaCRT and AdGT, based on configured start point. 
From the MFG that was exposed by Memorizer 

(1) Generate the MaE, and then convert into MaCR (xml format)  
(2) Generate AdG (xml format). 

Then do the match. 
 

 
Figure 5.4 Convert process 

 
 Matching method 

Different data structures have corresponding Matching methods. 
 
Point pattern matching 
As mentioned previously, there is one type of the coding template--- Address Data dimensions, 
the access can be viewed as 2D array with a start reference point. I also found that in the research 
field of memory access architecture, that the accessed data is usually described as points based on 
the background of the memory as two-dimensional area.  
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So that the parallel access pattern can be transformed into access point array, then configured as 
template, which could be viewed as one type of Address Data dimensions coding template. Point 
representation is general and easy to extract. Rotation and translation is easy to be done in the 
format of point array. In this case I just care about the access mode, which means that the points 
in the array are important. Then mapping is only needed to be done on these points. Thus point 
pattern matching is used as the mapping method. 
 
Point pattern matching (PPM) is a fundamental yet still open problem in computer graphics, 
computer vision and pattern recognition, more often restricted to rigid, affine and projective point 
matching. [14]  
 
PPM usually tries to map one point set onto the other point set. I will describe how PPM works by 
using examples in chapter 5.2.4. 
 
Tree mapping 
Usually there are two kinds of the tree mapping method: 

 Tree pattern matching, i.e., locating parts of the subject tree that correspond to available 
tree patterns in pattern base [2]. 

 Tree covering, i.e., finding a complete cover of the subject tree with available patterns [2]. 
 
The first method need to take more time to compare whether the trees or sub-trees matches the 
pattern in the template library, so tree covering is adopted because it just estimate whether it is 
true of false with the compared template, so that it takes less time to compare and to implement it. 

5.2.3 Workflow Model 

This model is based on the previous work of [8], so I planed to adapt their model and make an 
extension to it. It is shown in the Figure 5.5, and the following are the detail description:  
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Figure 5.5 Workflow of my model 
 

 
5.2.3.2 Steps of the flow 
 
Step1: 
MaE and AdG both contain all the important information such as memory accesses and its 
control-flow from the scanning field for a set of memory accesses. We add the hardware 
information into the MaE result and AdG. 
 
The AdG has been trees so it does not need any modification if the access trees number is the 
same as the PVM size, where a tree stands for a memory access. 
 
If the access pattern can be viewed as raster memory access, then modify the MaE result set into 
the access array so that the access array has the same size as PVM size or its size is more than 
PVM size. In this step, we change access mode from the MaE result's algorithm mode into 
hardware mode, which is the MaCR in the access array format.  
 
If the memory accesses size is smaller than the PVM size, we can use the filling to make the 
memory accesses size are equal to the PVM size. Assume that the memory accesses size is just 
half or one quarter of the PVM size, so it is easy to modify the original information by filling 
extended information into it. Both the MaCR and address dependency graph needed to be 
modified. 
 

If there is no C
T 

Architecture XML 
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If the memory accesses size is larger than the PVM size, then there are two solutions: 
 Solution one is just to do the matching, in such case the PVM size is first supposed to be the 

same as PVM size, then after the general permutation formula is generated, change the 
supposed PVM size into the actual PVM size, and thus size mapping is done by permutation 
formula with additional clock cycle information. 

 Solutions two is at the beginning cut the original information into separate as the same size of 
the PVM, then match each separate with the template library and do the permutation. In this 
way, size mapping is done before permutation. An efficient parallel algorithm for building the 
separating tree is needed, with a lot of time should be paid, and more matching should be 
done because after the separation there are more than one tree graph, while in Solution one 
there is just one tree graph needed to be matched. However, when using the solution one, it 
can not find the matching template, solution two could be a useful complementary. 

 
The processing flow where the two solutions can be processed is illustrated in Figure 5.6. 

 
Figure 5.6 Pre-processing flow 
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The permutation unit should make M parallel data elements to be accessed simultaneously in each 
processor cycle, which means conflict free. So in solution one, it does not matter when the 
memory accesses size is larger than PVM size, it can be assigned to different memory modules 
and different address in modules in different clock cycles by the permutation formula.  
 
The permutation formula contains module assignment function and address function. The used 
module assignment function determines access formats that can be used conflict free [3].An 
address function determines the physical address in a memory module for a data element [3].What 
we need to do here is to added the clock cycle information based on the permutation formula to 
make sure it would not access the same module at one clock cycle. The output could be ordered 
permutation table with clock cycle information in order.  
 
Step2: 
Assume that there is a lot of MaCT in the template, we save the corresponding AdG as template 
which can be named as AdGT and change it into access array format as MaCRT. 
 
So we need to make the selection of the defined AdGT from AdG,when MaCR of this access 
pattern exist then the selection of MaCRT from MaCR can be used to reduce the matching time of 
the AdGT to AdG mapping.  
 
By the limit of the hardware information, we limit the matching in the range of the same hardware 
style, and then use the exhaustive tree matching to select the AdGT we want. 
 
In AdG's tree mapping, it is usually to compare the similarity of the tree structures and the joint 
node's operation of the sub trees or leafs, the values of leafs are also needed to compare for that 
they should be in the allowed value set. One AdGT just stand for one kind of the access pattern 
with the assigned start access point and there is just one permutation formula.  
 
If the access can be viewed as raster memory access, then point pattern matching is used to get the 
fit MaCRT. After a MaCRT is selected, then its corresponding AdGT are selected, one MaCRT 
may has several kinds of AdGT because of different access start point, then these AdGT are used 
to do the matching with AdG. The work flow of matching can be viewed in Figure 5.7. 
 

 
Figure 5.7 work flow of matching 
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Step3: 
After an AdGT is selected, then its corresponding permutation formulas are selected.  
 
Step4: 
Output the permutation result with the permutation formula by the help of calculator. 
 

5.2.4 Examples of how to match 

We use some examples to show how the matching algorithm works. 

 
Table 5.1: MaE table 

 
5.2.4.1 Point pattern matching 
In the MaE table from [8], the accessed element is present in r, with the information of rowsize 
(can be derived from the iteration expression and sample size). 

i= r mod rowsize 
j= �r / rowsize � (1) 

 
Each access in MaE is minus with corresponding access in the MaCRT, if all the results are the 
same, then this MaCR is belonging to the MaCRT. The minus can be described as the formulas: 
In MaCRT one access is (m,n),while in MaE's result with formula (1),one access is(i,j),so the 
result of subtraction can be presented as (x,y),which represent the rotation in the point pattern 
matching.  

x= (i-m) mod rowsize 
y= (j-n) mod rowsize (2) 

 
The following shows the MaP categorization, with some examples of how the matching from 
MaCR to MaCRT is being done. 
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1D stride MaP Ps1
 (r, s) 

Ps1
( r, s) = f ( i) i∈{0 , . . . , n − 1}  

f 　i　= { r , i= 0
f 　i−1　　s , i∈{1 , . . . , n − 1}  

 
Burst access, s=1 
 
Example 1 
 
Define a parallel row access{[0,0],[1,0],[2,0],[3,0],[4,0],[5,0],[6,0],[7,0]} as Template.A ,marked 
as dot in the following table. 

● ● ● ● ● ● ● ●

★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★

        

        

        

        

        

        
Assume there is an parallel access such as {8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15},the rowsize is 8. 
Converting it to row and column access by using formula (1), we get 
{[0,1],[1,1],[2,1],[3,1],[4,1],[5,1],[6,1],[7,1]}. 
The accesses are marked as star in the above table. 
Minus the above set with the Template.A, we get  
{[0,1],[0,1],[0,1],[0,1],[0,1],[0,1],[0,1],[0,1]}. 
All results are the same, so this MaCR is of this Template.A.  
 

Radix access, s= nl
   

Radix-n access of level l.[8] 
Example 2 
 
Define a parallel row access{[0,0],[2,0],[0,1],[2,1]} as Template.B, marked as dot in the 
following table. 

● ★ ● ★ 

● ★ ● ★ 

    

    
Assume there is an parallel access such as {1, 3, 9, 11}, the rowsize is 8. 
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Converting it to row and column access by using formula (1), we get 
{[1,0],[3,0],[1,1],[3,1]}. 
The accesses are marked as star in the above table. 
Minus the above set with the Template.B, we get  
{[1,0],[1,0],[1,0],[1,0]}. 
All results are the same, so this MaCR is of this Template.B.  
 
Column access, s=N 
Data is structured in rows of N samples. [8] 
Example 3 
 
Define a parallel row access{[0,0],[0,1],[0,2],[0,3],[0,4],[0,5],[0,6],[0,7]} as Template.C, marked 
as dot in the following table. 
 

● ★       

● ★       

● ★       

● ★       

● ★       

● ★       

● ★       

● ★       

Assume there is an parallel access such as {1,9,17,25,33,41,49,57},the rowsize is 8. 
Converting it to row and column access by using formula (1), we get 
{[1,0],[1,1],[1,2],[1,3],[1,4],[1,5],[1,6],[1,7]}. 
The accesses are marked as star in the above table. 
Minus the above set with the Template.C, we get  
{1,0],[1,0],[1,0],[1,0],[1,0],[1,0],[1,0],[1,0]}. 
All results are the same, so this MaCR is of this Template.C.  
 
Diagonal access, s= ±(N ± 1) 
 
Example 4 
 
Define a parallel row access{[0,0],[1,1],[2,2],[3,3]} as Template.D, marked as dot in the 
following table. 
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● ★   

 ● ★  

  ● ★ 

★   ● 

Assume there is a parallel access such as {6, 11, 12, 1}, the rowsize is 4. 
Converting it to row and column access by using formula (1), we get 
{[2,1],[3,2],[0,3],[1,0]}. 
The accesses are marked as star in the above table. 
Minus the above set with the Template.D, we get  
{[2,1],[2,1],[2,1],[2,1]}. 
All results are the same, so this MaCR is of this Template.D.  
 
2D stride MaP Ps2

(r, S0, S1)  
Ps2

(r, S0,S1) = f ( i, j) i∈{0 , . . . , n − 1} j∈{0 , . . . , m − 1}  
 

 
 
Block burst, S0=1, S1=N 
 
The accesses above can also be categorized into the block burst, for that to be present in 2D stride 
format, they all are of S0=1, S1=N. 
 
Example 5 
Define a parallel row access{x,x+1,i_src+x,i_src+x+1} ,we get the rowsize as i_src ,then these 
access can be converted into {[x,0],[x+1,0],[x,1],[x+1,1] }as Template.E. 
Assume there is an parallel access such as {x+2, x+3, x+122, x+123}, we get the rowsize is 120. 
Converting it to row and column access by using formula (1), we get 
{[x+2,0],[x+3,0],[x+2,1],[x+3,1]}. 
Minus the above set with the Template.E, we get  
{[2,0],[2,0],[2,0],[2,0]}. 
All results are the same, so this MaCR is of this Template.E.  
 
Arbitrary access 
 
Example 6 
 
Define a parallel row access{[3,0],[2,1],[3,1],[4,1],[3,2]} as Template.F, marked as dot in the 
following table. 
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   ●     

 ★ ● ● ●    

★ ★ ★ ●     

 ★       

        

        

        

        
 
Assume there is a parallel access such as {9, 16, 17, 18, 25}, the rowsize is 8. 
Converting it to row and column access by using formula (1), we get 
{[1,1],[0,2],[1,2],[2,2],[1,3]}. 
The accesses are marked as star in the above table. 
Minus the above set with the Template.F, we get  
{[2,1],[2,1],[2,1],[2,1],[2,1]}. 
All results are the same, so this MaCR is of this Template.F.  
 
From the above examples, this model can map the pattern of the memory access correctly, we 
know that it is a good method to use point pattern matching to make the selection of the defined 
MaCRT from MaCR. 
 
5.2.4.2 Tree mapping 
 
From the AdG, we know the trees are ordered labelled ones. 
Since they were ordered trees as output of the Memorizer, so we can match the trees following 
their default tree order, then compare each tree in the graph. There are no edge labels, so we just 
need to match the structure of the tree of each level and try to map each node in AdG to AdGT, 
the mapped nodes should be of the same data type and within the allowed data value sets. 
 
Let a tree noted T = (V,E, r) where V represents the set of vertices, E stands for the set of edges 
and r the root; for a node u in a tree T , T (u) denotes the sub tree of T induced from u; for a 
vertex v, sons(v) denotes the set of their child vertices , and father(v) its father vertex [4].  
 
Limit the template to be matched by the hardware information is the same as the AdG's. The 
hardware information should contain the PVM width, PVM size and PVM word size. 
 
First, the matching process start from the root of the tree, then do the matching on the sub level in 
an ordered manner. Second, sons(r) are compared whether the nodes in AdG are following the 
pattern of sons(r) of AdGT. If the node of sons(v) is a leaf M, then the node's compared with the 
corresponding AdGT's sons(v'),find one node is also a leaf in AdGT's sons(v') as N and M's data 
type is in the allowed data type of N with the data value of M is in the allowed value set of N, if 
the nodes M is matched with N then compare the others, if not then compare M with other nodes 
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that is also a leaf in AdGT's sons(v') ,and if can't find the mapped one, then it is not matched, thus 
try another template until find the fit one or find nothing matched. 
 
We use example to show how tree mapping is done in detail. 
 
Example 7 
In the Figure 5.8, we suppose that Figure 5.8a as AdG, and Figure 5.8b and Figure 5.8c as AdGT. 
Assume that first we want to match Figure 5.8a with Figure 5.8c, we compare the root node of 
both tree. In Figure 5.8a is *(x.4*4+ srcp +4) and in Figure 5.8c is *(x.2*4+ src), there are not 
matched because Figure 5.8c does not has “+4” string as one pattern of “+number”. 

 
Figure 5.8 Tree matching examples 

 
Then we try to match Figure 5.8a with Figure 5.8b, in the root node they both follow the same 
pattern of *(name*number+name+number), while name represents variables or functions. Then 
we compare the sons of root node, and they are also of the same pattern.  
 
Then, one of the son of the second level node is grape in Figure 5.8a such as node with value 4 as 
M, and we compare M with the sons of the second level node of Figure 5.8b.Try to match M with 
node with value x.3*4+ src in Figure 5.8b, but it does not belong to the same pattern, one is 
number while another is name*number+name. So compare M with another node which is also son 
of the second level node of Figure 5.8b,both are belong to the same pattern number, and M's value 
4 is in the allowed value set, so node M is matched. After that, we compare another son of the 
Figure 5.8a with values x.4*4+scrp, using the method described above. Finally, when all the 
nodes in Figure 5.8a are matched with Figure 5.8b, then Figure 5.8a belong to the template of 
Figure 5.8b.  
 
If there are several trees in the AdG and AdGT, then we need to compare each tree .When all the 
trees in AdG are matched with AdGT, they are mapped. 
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Chapter 6 
 
Design and Implementation 
 

6.1 Introduction 

Permutator is the tool that implements the model we designed. The goal of permutator is to make 
the matching of the exposed memory access pattern and generate the permutation tables for 
parallel memory access from the output of the memorizer. 

6.2 Overview of the technologies  

XML stands for Extensible Markup Language, and it is a technology concerned with the 
description and structuring of data [5]. XML Schema is a structure that specifies the XML 
Schema definition language, which offers facilities for describing the structure and constraining 
the contents of XML documents, including those which exploit the XML Namespace facility [6].  

6.2.1 XML DOM 

The XML Document Object Model, is called XML DOM .In tree mapping, we would like to use 
DOM parser to parse XML document.  
 
For an XML document to be represented in computer memory, a serialized XML document must 
have been processed by an XML parser [5]. An XML parser, not surprisingly, parses the Unicode 
characters that are found in an XML document and then, in one option, creates a logical model of 
the XML document in memory-at least that is how it looks to the developer [5].The XML DOM 
represents an XML document in a way that is equivalent to a hierarchical tree-like structure 
consisting of nodes [5]. 
 
In event-driven processing, the result of parsing an XML file was a series of events caught by the 
handlers. In the Object Model approach, the result of parsing an XML file is a collection of 
objects forming a tree that represents the whole documents. [12] 
 
In DOM, each element has a corresponding node instance with its attributes in the memory.  
One example of xml file and its DOM result is shown in Figure 6.1. 
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Figure 6.1 XML file with DOM result 

6.2.2 XML Schema 

XML Schema is the specific W3C XML Schema technology, which define the model of an XML 
document. The XML Schema is consisting of structures and data types. XML Schema has many 
advantages such as model reuse, type-specific constraints. For elements and attributes, it is 
allowed to specify the type of textual data. When an element is complex, it is allowed to create 
complex type, which contains sub elements and attributes. It is possible to constrain the values or 
aspects by using facts, which can shape simple type’s semantics and usability. For example, the 
allowed only values in the range can be set in simple type. 
 
The XML Schema can be used in DOM technology for validating against an XML stream. 
 
How validation works? First, we assume that the instance XML document belong to a Schema. At 
the most basic level, the schema validator reads the declarations within the XML Schema. As it is 
parsing the instance document, it validates each element that it encounters against the matching 
declaration. If it finds an element or attribute that does not appear within the declarations, or if it 
finds a declaration that has no matching XML content, it raises a schema validity error [5]. 
 
The XML Schema uses XML syntax, and it also has its own rules to construct a valid XML 
Schema. More about the XML Schema Language can be found in the following address: 

http://www.w3.org/TR/xmlschema-1/ 
http://www.w3.org/TR/xmlschema-2/ 

6.2.3 Xerces C++ Parser 

Xerces C++ is a validating XML parser which is implemented on C++. It is easy to read and write 
XML data by using XML C++ Parser. It provides a library for parsing, creating, validating and 
manipulating XML files. It provides key APIs for XML processing (SAX and SAX2 and DOM), 
including features such as support for XML Schema. 
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6.3 Design of Permutator 

This section is about the design of the permutator. 
 
The original outputs of the memorizer are AdG and MaE. The AdG is graph format that can be 
transformed into jpeg, but it is needed to be changed into comparable tree format. The MaE result 
can be changed into access array format as MaCR, and it also needs to be saved into an 
understandable format. 
 
It is good method to use XML to store the tree structure information, and there exist practicable 
function libraries to do the tree mapping for the XML. The XML Schema can be used to check 
whether the instance document of XML is valid. So the AdGT can be defined in the format of 
XML Schema, and AdG is transformed into XML format, then the tree mapping is done by check 
the instance XML belong to which XML Schema.  
 
From the above description, to use the XML format to store the MaCR and MaCRT is also a good 
solution. 
 
It is better to generate AdG in the format of XML from the Memorizer, for that the information 
existed in the software inside processing is stored in the tree structure. So create it directly by add 
new output from the Memorizer is good, since we don't need to do the transformation from the 
original AdG graph format .It is the same reason for MaE's result to be transformed into access 
array in the XML format.  
 
In AdG’s graph format there are three kinds of operations, and in XML format the information of 
sub graph address calculation is removed in the file. The description on how to generate AdG has 
been mentioned in Chapter 5.2.1.Appendix D shows the AdG’s graph format for one basic block, 
and its corresponding XML format files are in Appendix C, which are 
jfdctint.c_jpeg_fdct_islow_1_read.adg.xml and jfdctint.c_jpeg_fdct_islow_1_write.adg.xml. 
 
Above all, by adding three functions to the Memorizer, we can get new outputs as AdG (XML), 
MaE and Access array of each block. Later, rowsize information is added to generate the MaCR.  

 
Figure 6.2 Needed Input of the permutator 
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In the above Figure, the data flow 1-2 represents the original out from the Memorizer, while the 
data flow 3-5 are added by our modification to the Memorizer.  
 
The MaE is the result of analysis of software contains memory access code for the source code 
function, and in [8] it is done by manual. We generate it by the modified Memorizer following the 
steps in [8].Each block’s MaE is the MaE about the basic block in the function, but it just contains 
information of the offset to every element, which is counted from base address. 
 
If the memory accesses size is smaller than the PVM size, the filling of the AdG (XML) and 
MaCR is done by manual. 
 

Figure 6.3 Architecture of the matcher 

 
The Figure 6.3 is the software architecture of matcher based on the model work flow. 
 
And a calculator is created to generate permutation table from the formulas. The calculator used 
the existing desktop calculator in LINUX/UNIX. There are rules about desktop calculator, and 
you can find the help from http://linux.die.net/man/1/dc. 
 

 
Figure 6.4 Calculator 

 
The permutation formula may have many kinds of format, thus its calculation would have 
different number of variable .Because we are not focus on the calculation, thus we use this 
calculator to create the permutation table. That is why we just generate permutation equitation as 
the result of permutator, but not the permutation table. This calculator has a limitation that it can 
just calculate the formula with only one variable, but it is possible for our case studies. 
 
From the description above, the MaCR generator is auxiliary tools for the Permutator, when they 
are integrated together, it follows the general workflow Figure 5.2. 
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6.3.1 Requirement Specification 

The XML database should be prepared, which contains relations between the hardware 
information, Access array XML, XML Schema and permutation formulas. It should be well 
formed so that can provide information to the Permutator. Each item in XML database is marked 
as AdGT, contains AdGT’s name, PVM size, PVM width, PVM wordsize, related MaCRT’s 
name, and permutation formula. 
 
The AdGT libraries should be prepared for some known Memory access patterns, so that it is 
possible to do the matching. The MaCRT libraries are also needed. 

6.3.2 Input 

AdG (XML format), Access Array, hardware information 

6.3.3 Function 

The architecture of the matcher exposes some of the important steps. 
 

 Find HW fit templates in MaCRT Libraries 
According to the HW information such as PVM size, PVM width, PVM wordsize, querying 
the XML database, got the name set of MaCRT which have the same HW properties. Some 
AdGT item in XML database has the MaCRT’s name while some not, in this step, only the 
AdGT that has the MaCRT’s name and with the same HW properties. 

 
 Point Pattern Matching 

Do the matching for the input MaCR with the set of MaCRT which were queried from the 
last step. The method of point pattern matching was mentioned in Chapter 5.2.4.1. It is added 
into the result collections of matched MaCRT when the MaCRT matched the input MaCR. 
 

 Find Matched pattern’s related AdGT 
If there are matched MaCRT, then query the XML database for the related AdGT with the 
specified MaCRT, and add it into the set of candidate AdGT. 

 
 Find HW fit templates in AdGT Libraries 

According to the HW information such as PVM size, PVM width, PVM wordsize, querying 
the XML database, got the name set of AdGT which have the same HW properties. 

 
 Tree mapping 

Do the tree mapping for the input AdG with the set of AdGT, using the method described in 
Chapter 5.2.4.2.This is achieved by Xerces-C++ with its DOM related APIs on XML Schema 
validation. 

 
 Get permutation formula and verification 

Generate the matched AdGT’s related permutation formula, verify it by manual. 
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6.3.4 Output 

Permutation formula 
It includes module assignment function formula and address function formula. 

 

6.3.5 Flexibilities 

Each tool in the permutator uses its parameter to adapt different cases. 

6.3.6 Target User 

ASIP designer 

6.3.7 Limitations 

The permutator is a collection of tools, it needs to operate separately.  
 
The Memorizer is an inner exposer--cannot expose complicated irregular addressing algorithms, 
the inputs of permutator come from the Memorizer, so the permutator is affected by this limit. 
 
The matching of the matcher in the permutator is based on a part of the basic block, not the whole 
source code.The templates in AdGT library and MaCRT library are not more enough, it is needed 
to add more templates in the library. Because of the time is limited, there is no configuration file 
for the software. 

6.4 User Guide 

6.4.1 Install Permutator 

Permutator requires gcc-core 4.1.0, gcc-g++ 4.1.0 and Xerces C++ Version 2.8.0. All of these are 
available to install. 
 
Prerequisites 
Both the Permutator and the Memorizer are developed and tested on SUSE Linux 10.0, but should 
work on any modern Linux installation. The Permutator requires a working installation of GCC. 
We need to use the Memorizer to analyse the source code first, so Memorizer should be installed 
first, most of the steps of installation have been explained in [8], including the steps such as 
download GEM with version 1.7,download GCC 4.1.0 , patching and compiling it, then 
compiling Memorizer and make the configuration with Memorizer. 
 
Patching Memorizer 
Patches were added to the Memorizer, for the requirement of the Permutator. The patches are 
available from the Subversion server at ISY. The entire Patch file can be download from 
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https://svn.isy.liu.se/daxjobb/relief /code/modified-memorizer/ using “svn co” command, then 
replace it into the Memorizer package and compiled it. 
 
Download Xerces 
Xerces can be downloaded from http://xerces.apache.org/xerces-c/.Although Permutator is 
developed and tested against C++ version 2.8.0, and later versions might work if available. 
Assume download the source distribution: xerces-c-src_2_8_0.tar.gz. 
 
Unpack the compressed tar archive where you want the tool to be located, and then unpack it in 
the directory you want, using the following command: 

gzip -d xerces-c-src_2_8_0.tar.gz 
tar -xf xerces-c-src_2_8_0.tar 

 
Building Xerces 
Before building, you should set environment variables to the compiler first, make sure the 
compiler works with a proper response back. 
 
Second, specify the root directory where you extracted Xerces on the machine as follows: 

export XERCESCROOT=<full-path-to-xerces-c-src_2_8_0> 
 
It should be the full path of the directory where the Xerces-C++ is been extracted. It should not 
have any spaces in the path or the build process will fail. 
 
Third, building the Xerces-C++ library with the existing configure script in the src/xercesc sub-
directory in xerces-c-src_2_8_0.You need to wait a minute to run the script directly, the command 
is: 
cd src/xercesc 
./runConfigure -plinux -cgcc -xg++ -minmem -nsocket -tnative -rpthread 
 
Then you will find the wrapper script has done what, and Makefiles in the individual sub 
directories have been created by it. 
Fifth, you can do the actual build by using the following: 

make 
 
Thus, all you need to build Xerces-C++ have been done, and the libraries can be found in the lib 
sub-directory  

 
Download Permutator 
The Permutator can be downloaded from https://svn.isy.liu.se/daxjobb/relief/code/new-add-
permutator/ocn/, it is better to put the whole ocn package under Xerces directory. 

 

6.4.2 Compiling Permutator 

Using commands to configure the search path :  
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setenv XERCESCROOT <full-path-to-xerces-c-src_2_8_0> 
setenv LD_LIBRARY_PATH "<full-path-to-xerces-c-src_2_8_0>/lib" 
 
Using our development environment set as example, the <full-path-to-xerces-c-src_2_8_0> is 
"/edu/jieda119/mysoft/permutator/xerces-c-src_2_8_0", and then the commands are: 
setenv XERCESCROOT "/edu/jieda119/mysoft/permutator/xerces-c-src_2_8_0" 
setenv LD_LIBRARY_PATH "/edu/jieda119/mysoft/permutator/xerces-c-src_2_8_0/lib" 
 
The Permutator’s source code is in the location of <full-path-to-xerces-c-src_2_8_0>/ocn, there 
are a permutator package, a Makefile and makefile.incl for compiling the permutator. 
 
It is just to compile Permutator by running make in the xerces-c-src_2_8_0/ocn directory. 

make 
 
Then the source code in the permutator package are compiled, and let’s go into the permutator 
package by using “cd permutator“ command. You can use the permutator tool after the 
configuration. 
 
At the same time, the MaCR generator and the calculator are included in the permutator package 
and needed to be compiled by using the following: 
 g++  -o  macr  macr.cc 

g++  -o  calculator  calculator.cc 
 
Or go into the permutator directory, there is a Makefile for the MaCR generator, calculator, and 
the simulator which will be used in the case studies, running “make” command to compile them. 

6.4.3 Configuring Permutator 

There are also some modifies in the Memorizer configuration which is important to the 
permutator. 
 
In Memorizer, we add the option of “no_export_addressing_graph_xml”, its default value is to 
enable the feature. 
 
no_export_addressing_graph_xml: If this options is not set, a xml file will be created including 
all nodes of interested for the addressing calculations for each block. The file name will be 
<source file name> _<function name>_<block name>_read.adg.xml or <source file name> 
_<function name><block name>_write.adg.xml. This generates the AdG file as input to 
Permutator. 
 
The MaE and each block’s MaE are generated when the print memory access table’s option is set. 
The file name of MaE will be <source file name> _<function name>_mae.txt, and each block’s 
MaE file name will be <source file name> _<function name>_<block name>_read_mac.txt or 
<source file name> _<function name>_<block name>_write_mac.txt. 
 
The parameter of the MaCR generator should be each block’s MaE file and wanted output MaCR 
xml file name (suggested to be postfix with .xml). 
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 Configure XML database 
Now you need to configure the XML database for the permutator, AdGT and MaCRT libraries are 
also needed to be configured if there are available templates. The AdGT and MaCRT are all 
stored in the directory of permutator. 
 
One example of the XML database is listed now: 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 
<schemalist> 
    <adgt> 
     <name>rowaccess_8.xsd</name> 
     <pvm size="8" width="128" wordsize="16"> 
     </pvm> 
     <macrt>macrt2</macrt> 
     <permutation modulefunction="s(r)=(r+r/8)mode 8" addressfunction="a(r)=(r/8)" 
        mfdc=" r r 8 / + 8 % " afdc=" r 8 / "> 
        </permutation>  
    <adgt> 
         …… 
   </adgt>  

……… 
</schemalist> 
 
All items are included in the schemalist item. Each adgt item stands for one AdGT, and when this 
AdGT can be related with MaCR, its macrt sub item is the name of MaCRT. The sub item of 
name is the name of this AdGT; the sub item PVM has properties of size, width and wordsize; the 
sub item permutation contains permutation formula, its property of modulefunction’s value is the 
formula of module assign function, and its property of addressfunction’s value is the formula of 
address function, and properties of mfdc and afdc. 
 
The property of mfdc in permutation sub item is the specified calculation pattern corresponding to 
the modulefunction’s value, and the property of afdc in permutation sub item is the specified 
calculation pattern corresponding to the addressfunction’s value. The specified calculation pattern 
is that the formula is changed into UNIX desktop calculator allowed format, then it can be used 
by our calculator. 
 

 Define MaCRT 
The MaCRT library is stored in the file macrt.xml. The root item is macrtdatabase, which 
includes the macrt items. Each macrt item is a MaCRT, and it has the property of name, and sub 
item of value which stores the accessed item’s two-dimensional array value. The number of sub 
item in each macrt means the number of data access in parallel. One example of the file is 
illustrated below: 
 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 
<macrtdatabase> 
     <macrt name="macrt1"> 
         <value i="0" j="0"/> 
         <value i="1" j="0"/> 
         <value i="2" j="0"/> 
         <value i="3" j="0"/> 
         <value i="4" j="0"/> 
         <value i="5" j="0"/> 
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         <value i="6" j="0"/> 
         <value i="7" j="0"/> 
     </macrt> 
     <macrt name="macrt2"> 

………. 
     </macrt> 

……… 
</macrtdatabase> 
 

 Define AdGT 
 
According to AdG and following to the rule of xml schema: first, convert the data into its data 
type and form a structure; second, define the AdGT. Tool XMLSPY can be used to easy the 
definition. Each AdGT is represented as one xml schema file, named with postfix .xsd. The AdGT 
follows the xml schema’s rule, define the tree structure, pattern format, and allowed value for 
each nodes. One AdGT is shown in Appendix B. 
 

 Parameters & Results 
 
For the matcher, its parameters are AdG File, HW size, HW width, HW wordsize, 
OutFormulaFile, MaCR File (optional).The MaCR file is optional, when it is considered to be 
array access, then it is need to input the MaCR file: otherwise, it does not need. 
 
When the permutation formula is generated, it will be print on the screen and write into 
OutFormulaFile which is as one parameter of the matcher. 
 
For the calculator, the parameters would be OutFormulaFile, min value, max value, output file. 
In this calculator, it is assumed there is one variable in the formula such as r, and r should be in 
the value range of min value≤  r < max value. The output file is the permutation table. 
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Chapter 7 
 
Case studies 
7.1 Introduction 

The case studies on P3RMA in the proposed PVM system combined with the use of the 
Permutator and the model described in this thesis are introduced in this chapter, and the code case 
of DCT application is being examined. 
 
The workflow of the case studies is to examine the output from the Permutator (Matcher and 
PVM address generator) and its auxiliary tool (MaCR generator), and we create a simulator to 
work as the hardware of DCT Application and then do the permutation according to the 
permutation table for the input data to the vector memory and output result back to the main 
memory.  

7.2 P3RMA Analysis 

P3RMA analysis is the method of exposing and identifying parallel memory accesses and makes 
use of them, in [8] its detail are explained and there is one Figure demonstrate the P3RMA 
analysis workflow---Figure 7.1. 
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Figure 7.1 Workflow in P3RMA analysis, from [8] 
 
The case studies start at the step 8 and end with step 9. Step 1 has been done by the Relief, step 2 
has been done by Memorizer, in the case studies of [8], step 4, 7, 8 are done by manual not the 
automatic programming. 
 
The workflow of Permutator and its auxiliary tools in P3RMA analysis is shown in Figure 7.2 
based on the software’s model and the tools we created. 
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Figure 7.2 Workflow of tools in P3RMA analysis 

 

7.3 DCT Applications Simulator 

7.3.1 Introduction 

This example will show the usage of Permutator and its auxiliary tools to generate the 
permutation table and do the permutation in DCT application. 
 
We are using the libjpeg software package, which is been used in the course TSEA 20 Computer 
hardware on a chip given on the Computer Engineering Division, Department of Electrical 
Engineering in Linköpings Universitet, and also had been used as the example of DCT case in 
[8],so it is familiar. The using source code is the function jpeg_fdct_islow (), listed in the 
Appendix C in [8]. 
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7.3.2 Simulator 

The simulator has the following functions: 
 

 Do the permutation from the permutation table 
 DCT algorithm calculation  

 
This simulator simulates the hardware that implements the DCT calculation and permutation with 
PVM. Its general workflow is illustrated in Figure 7.3. 
 

 

MainMemory
Address & Value

Permutation
Table

DCT
Application
Simulator

MainMemory
Address & ValueDCT Result

 
Figure 7.3 Workflow of the simulator 

 
 Hardware implementation information for DCT  

There are several DCT algorithms, such as 8x8 DCT and 4x4 DCT. There are different kinds of 
microcontroller data unit, and its block size may be flexible such as 16x16, 8x8, and 4x4. 
 
If the data unit block size is 16x16, and then there are 256 in and 256 out. The proposed PVM 
system can operate 8 data in parallel. Thus, 512 / 8=64 clock cycles, which means we need 64 
clocks cycles.   
 
If the data unit block size is 8x8, and then there are 64 in and 64 out. The proposed PVM system 
can operate 8 data in parallel. Thus, 128 / 8=16 clock cycles, which means we need 16 clocks 
cycles.   
 
Since there are 8 data in parallel in PVM, only 4 butterflies are needed in hardware 
implementation, and its datapath cost should be 3 cycles. Since the input parallel data size are 8 , 
so suggested using 8x8 DCT, then the 16x16 block needs 4x(8x8) DCT. The original block is 
divided into 4 sub blocks, and each sub block needs 1 HDCT (Horizontal DCT) and 1 VDCT 
(Vertical DCT). 
 
One arithmetic operation usually requires two operands. The datapath mentioned is an 8-way 
datapath, and it needs 16 operands simultaneously, 8 data and 8 coefficients. 
 
The pipeline cost value thus is PL=sub block size x datapath of butterflies x V=4x3x V, the V 
stands for transfer time in datapath and its best value is suggested to be 1, then PL=12. 
 
In [7], cycle cost can be further divided into the cycle cost of prolog-epilog and the cycle cost of 
kernel subroutines, prolog is the pre-processing for the program, and epilog stands for a part of 
the program terminating the program after its execution. The limit of the cycle cost can be           
N x(△P+PL+△E). N stands for the PVM size. PL stands for pipeline cost. △P stands for 
processing cost in processor and it is assumed to be 1. △E stands for prolog and epilog functions 
running cost, and it is assumed to be 2 since each function usually needs 1 clock cycle. So that the 
total cost is 8x (1+12+2) =8x15=120 clock cycles. 
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When the data is loaded into calculation, they are out of order, and then the result is also disorder, 
we need to make the permutation. 
 

 Analysis of File related in Permutation work flow 
The output of Memorizer such as AdG File and Each block’s MaE are listed in Appendix C. 
 
AdG File 
There are two AdG file corresponding to a basic block in the MaE for read and write operations, 
they are jfdctint.c_jpeg_fdct_islow_1_read.adg.xml and 
jfdctint.c_jpeg_fdct_islow_1_write.adg.xml, the MaE is listed in the Figure 7.4.The AdG file 
named with read is the access that are of read type in the basic block of jpeg_fdct_islow_1, while 
the write is of the same reason.  
 
The original source code algorithm’s data unit size is 8x8. 
 
The AdG file is data dependencies of accessed data in the xml format. Each tree in the file stands 
for one data access. The level x y means the hierarchy, x is the level of the node, and y is the 
sequence of the node in this level, so level00 is the root of the tree, level10 is the son of the node 
level00, the y ‘s value is ordered from right to left according its order in the addressing decency 
graph ,such as node level20 is at the right to the node level21.The sub nodes are in the range of 
the node, such as level10 are include between <level 00> and </level00>. 

 
Figure 7.4 MaE of the example block 
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Each block’s MaE 
If the data accesses address is constant with a reference point address, then its block’s MaE can be 
generated, with just relative address and its offset. One example is listed in Appendix C with the 
name jfdctint.c_jpeg_fdct_islow_1_write_mac.txt for the block jpeg_fdct_islow_1’s write type 
accesses. 
 
MaCR File 
The MaCR file is generated when the each block’s MaE is available. The MaCR generator 
changes the data accesses’ address in one dimensional to two dimensional data access start with a 
reference point, which is MaCR file. The rowsize is added as parameter, for that we can’t get it 
from the conditions by automatic programming.  
 
From the MaE in Figure 7.4, we can know that this data accesses can be viewed as two-
dimensional array access with the rowsize is 8. The MaCR file is shown in Appendix C, named as 
jfdctint.c_jpeg_fdct_islow_1_write_macr.xml, whose input is rowsize and 
jfdctint.c_jpeg_fdct_islow_1_write_mac.txt.Now the access can be viewed as burst access in 
chapter 5.2.4. 
 
Permutation Formula 
The AdG file jfdctint.c_jpeg_fdct_islow_1_write.adg.xml, and the PVM size is set to be 8, PVM 
width is set to be 128 bits, PVM wordsize set to be 16 bits, with the MaCR file 
jfdctint.c_jpeg_fdct_islow_1_write_macr.xml, are the input to Matcher.  
 
The output of Matcher is permutation formula: 
 s(r)=(r+r/8)mode 8 
 r r 8 / + 8 %  
a(r)=(r/8) 
 r 8 / 
 
The first line is the module assignment function and the third line is the address function for the 
code’s block jpeg_fdct_islow_1’s write operations. The second and fourth lines are the calculator 
specified pattern value to the previous formula. 
 
Permutation Table 
The permutation formula’s calculator specified pattern value is being used by the calculator to 
make the permutation table, with the min value as 0 and max value as 64 for r, thus 0≤ r<64. 
 
The name of permutation table is prefix with tmp_, with the name assigned. Each line in the table 
is corresponding to one access, first number is the module number assigned, and the second 
number is the address assigned in the module.  
 
They are following the sequence from 0 to 63.The following are got from permutation table, the 
line 1 are for the first data access (module number 0,address 0)---“ *(dataptr)” in AdG file, the 
line 2 are for the second data access---“ *(dataptr + 4)” in AdG file, and so on. 
module address 
0 0 
1 0 
…….. 
 
Calculation Result in Memory 
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Assume one file contains the main memory address and its value, as the following: 
 
Addr Value 
0 84 
1 5 
2 39 
3 21 
4 13 
………. 
255 71 
 
The Addr column stands for the address in the main memory to the reference point, such as the 
original address of “dataptr”, the value column is the value in the address. 
 
The data is loaded, according to the permutation table, and then it is in the two-dimensional array 
which represents the PVM as the following: 
 
 Address→ 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 
Module0                  84
Module1                  5 
Module2                  39
Module3                  21
Module4                  13
Module5                   
Module6                   
Module7                   

Table 7.1 values stored in PVM 
 
Each time 8 data are loaded into the Register File, then to be the input of the butterflies.For the 
8x8 DCT algorithm, it needs the 64 data. 
 
The simulator gets the data needed from the PVM, which is a 2D data array variable in the code, 
worked as Table 7.1, it uses 64 data as an integrated block, and then do the HDCT and VDCT. In 
this simulator, data is allocated in the address 0-7 in module 0-7 in order, and suchlike. 
 
16x16 data unit case 
In the case of 16x16 data unit, it contains 256 data, and there would at least be 32 addresses in 
each module, each block be divided into 4 sub blocks. In sub block 1 below that is value in 
original address of 0-7, 16-23, 32-39, 48-55,64-71,80-87,96-103,128-119.Then in each sub 
block ,HDCT is done first, and then VDCT. So after memory access pattern is exposed, pixels in 
the sub block 1 are allocated in the address 0-7 in the entire 7 memory module blocks, pixels in 
the sub block 2 are allocated in the address 8-15 in all the 7 memory module blocks, and so on. 
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0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 
16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23         
32       39         
48       55         
64       71         
80       87         
96       103         
108       119         
Sub Block 3 Sub Block 4 

Table 7.2 Pixels in 16x16 data unit 
 

In this simulator for 16x16 data unit, first 64 data acted as the sub block 1, which is stored in the 
first 8 address in each module block in order, and suchlike. It is depicted in Table 7.3, marked 
with its original data address in the 16x16 data unit. 
…. …. Sub block 4 Sub block 3 Sub block 2 Sub block 1 

     34 17 0
     35 18 1
     36 19 2
     37 20 3
     38 21 4
     39 22 5
     32 23 6
     33 16 7 

Table 7.3 Pixels with 16x16 data unit stored in PVM 
 
After the simulation is done, the new value is writing into a file which stands for the new value 
write into the main memory from the PVM according to permutation table. 
 
The whole work flow of Figure 7.2 works well in the case studies. 
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Chapter 8 
 
Result and Conclusion  
 
 
Thesis conclusion and set objectives on the future work in this area. 

8.1 Result 

As mentioned in chapter 7.3.2, the transfer time in datapath is suggested to be one clock cycle 
when all the extra memory access operation is eliminated. It is only needed to get required data 
from the vector memory. The extra memory cost is eliminated since the data is pre-allocated into 
the vector memory for the case, thus it is able to get required parallel data in one clock cycle, and 
the memory access cost is complete hiding in the processing since it does not need to stall for the 
data. 
 
Each template with its related hardware information stands for an algorithm in the assigned 
hardware architecture, so it is needed to make different templates corresponding to each algorithm 
in different hardware architectures. 
 
We can evaluate our research by benchmarking, which can test the performance of hardware or 
software. Cycle cost is the information generated by benchmarking, and it has been described in 
chapter 7.3.2. It is suggested to use cycle cost to test whether this thesis research result works, by 
comparing the cycle cost of the processor that use my method with the one that does not use the 
method. 
 
The best case is mentioned in chapter 7.3.2, and its cycle cost is 120 clock cycles. But it is 
difficult to achieve it due to the cost of prolog or epilog is usually bigger than one clock 
cycle.This thesis just deals with one algorithm each time, and in this case the goal of the thesis is 
realized when the transfer cost in datapath is one clock cycle. 
 
There are also other cases that several algorithms require the same data set with conflict free 
specification, such as one algorithm requires the data set to be supplied in parallel for row access 
and another requires the same data set to be supplied in parallel for column access. The multi-
algorithm case reuses the data set to be accessed in conflict free, is beyond my research range, and 
could be as the future work for a PhD student. 
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8.2 Conclusion 

The aim of this thesis is to invest methods for data pre-allocation and permutation in the DSP 
parallel programming.In the introductory chapter, four questions were asked, and now let us see 
how these questions were answered in the thesis. 
 
How can we select a defined MaCT?  
The MaCT is the abstract representation object, and its concrete implementations are AdGT and 
MaCRT. A defined MaCT is selected when it is matched with the input by mapping it to 
templates. 
 
How do we configure MaCT to adapt HW? 
We use a file to keep the relationship between the MaCRT/AdGT with the HW, and 
MaCRT/AdGT are also somewhat HW adapted since they also contains some HW information 
such as the access number in each MaCRT/AdGT is usually the same as PVM size. 
 
How do we shrink the distance between MaE result and configured MaCT? 
When the MaE’s HW conditions are the same as the MaCRT/AdGT‘s related HW information, 
and the MaE result is mapped to a defined AdGT, then the distance is the minimum. 
 
Does it works in cases? 
It works good for DCT applications, which has been tested in the case studies of Chapter 7. 
 
As a research project focusing on investigating methods for Vector addressing, searching the 
method for data pre-allocation and permutation in PVM, if it works it can reduce the memory 
access time so that somewhat solve the Von Neumann bottleneck. 
 
As a conclusion, the method that supplies data from the main memory to the vector memory in 
parallel, with minimum latency for an algorithm to be executed in parallel on dedicated hardware 
is possible by using the Permutator and its auxiliary tool, the notion of PVM with its methodology 
and workflow in P3RMA analysis work in practice. 
 
It is also proved that using coding template, which combined the memory access pattern with the 
PVM structure, is a feasible method for making the coding of parallel computing on a SIMT 
machine using PVM easy. 

8.3 Future work 

Permutator is somewhat a proof of concept, which is that the output from the Memorizer that is 
possible to be used for the automatic matching against a MaP. 
 
Due to the constraint of time, the whole work flow of the Permutator is based on a part of the 
basic block, but not the whole source code. It should be possible to integrate all basic block’s 
information and all steps in work flow together, just operate once to get the whole permutation 
table. And it is better to have the configuration file for the permutator. 
 
The auxiliary tool of the calculator can not solve a formula which has two or more variables, and 
which should be improved in the future. 
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Appendix A 
 
 
 
 
Most of the reoccurring abbreviations and symbols are described here. 
 
 
 
Abbreviations 
1D  One-Dimensional 
2D  Two-Dimensional 
AdG  Addressing dependency Graph  
AdGT  Addressing dependency Graph Template 
ASIP   Application Specific Instruction set Processor 
B   Bytes 
BACT   Behavioural Address Coding Template 
CFG   Control Flow Graph 
DCT   Discrete Cosine Transform 
DDG   Data Dependency Graph 
DMA  Direct Memory Access 
DOM   Document Object Model 
DSP   Digital Signal Processing 
FSM  Finite State Machine 
GCC   Gnu Compiler Collection, A popular free compiler. 
GEM   GCC Extension Modules, Framework for plugins to GCC 
HW   Hardware 
ILP   Instruction Level Parallel 
MaCR   Memory access Code Recognition  
MaCRT  Memory access Code Recognition Template 
MaCT   Memory Access Code Template 
MaE   Memory Access Exposition 
MaP   Memory Access Pattern 
MFG  Memory access Flow Graph 
MIMD  Multiple Instruction, Multiple Data 
MISD   Multiple Instruction, Single Data 
OCN  On chip Connection Network 
P3RMA  Predictable Programmable Parallel memory architecture for Random Memory Access 
PMA   Parallel Memory Architecture 
PMCT  Parallel Memory access Code Template 
PPM  Point Pattern Matching 
PVM   Parallel Vector Memories 
RF   Register File 
RISC  Reduced Instruction Set Computer 
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SIMD   Single Instruction, Multiple Data 
SIMT  Single Instruction stream, Multiple Task 
SISD   Single Instruction, Single Data 
ULRF   Ultra Large Register File 
XML  Extensible Markup Language 
 
Mathematical Notations 
N  Number of memory modules in a specific PMA 
r   Sample address 
R   Scanning field, set of sample addresses, r 2 R 
S(r)   Module assignment function, S: R → {0, 1, . . . , N − 1} 
a(r)   Address function, a : R → {0, 1, . . . , amax} 
π    Output permutation function 

1−π    Input permutation function 
F   Access format 
F(r)   Access format placed at r 
n   Number of (1D) MaP elements, n∈ N 
P   MaP, general 
s  Stride 
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Appendix B 
 
 
This is one AdGT example. 
 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 
<xs:schema xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema" 
xmlns:tw="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema/tw" elementFormDefault="qualified" 
attributeFormDefault="unqualified"> 
 <xs:import namespace="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema/tw" 
schemaLocation="four.xsd"/> 
 <xs:element name="ADG"> 
  <xs:annotation> 
   <xs:documentation>Comment describing your root 
element</xs:documentation> 
  </xs:annotation> 
  <xs:complexType> 
   <xs:sequence> 
    <xs:element name="Tree0"> 
     <xs:complexType> 
      <xs:sequence> 
       <xs:element name="level00"> 
        <xs:complexType> 
         <xs:sequence> 
          <xs:element 
name="level10"> 
          
 <xs:complexType> 
           
 <xs:attribute name="value" type="xs:string" use="required"/> 
          
 </xs:complexType> 
          </xs:element> 
         </xs:sequence> 
         <xs:attribute name="value" 
type="tw:level0string" use="required"/> 
        </xs:complexType> 
       </xs:element> 
      </xs:sequence> 
     </xs:complexType> 
    </xs:element> 
    <xs:element name="Tree1"> 
     <xs:complexType> 
      <xs:sequence> 
       <xs:element name="level00"> 
        <xs:complexType> 
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         <xs:sequence> 
          <xs:element 
name="level10" type="level0Type"/> 
         </xs:sequence> 
         <xs:attribute name="value" 
type="tw:level01string" use="required"/> 
        </xs:complexType> 
       </xs:element> 
      </xs:sequence> 
     </xs:complexType> 
    </xs:element> 
    <xs:element name="Tree2"> 
     <xs:complexType> 
      <xs:sequence> 
       <xs:element name="level00"> 
        <xs:complexType> 
         <xs:sequence> 
          <xs:element 
name="level10" type="level0Type"/> 
         </xs:sequence> 
         <xs:attribute name="value" 
type="tw:level01string" use="required"/> 
        </xs:complexType> 
       </xs:element> 
      </xs:sequence> 
     </xs:complexType> 
    </xs:element> 
    <xs:element name="Tree3"> 
     <xs:complexType> 
      <xs:sequence> 
       <xs:element name="level00"> 
        <xs:complexType> 
         <xs:sequence> 
          <xs:element 
name="level10" type="level0Type"/> 
         </xs:sequence> 
         <xs:attribute name="value" 
type="tw:level01string" use="required"/> 
        </xs:complexType> 
       </xs:element> 
      </xs:sequence> 
     </xs:complexType> 
    </xs:element> 
    <xs:element name="Tree4"> 
     <xs:complexType> 
      <xs:sequence> 
       <xs:element name="level00"> 
        <xs:complexType> 
         <xs:sequence> 
          <xs:element 
name="level10" type="level0Type"/> 
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         </xs:sequence> 
         <xs:attribute name="value" 
type="tw:level01string" use="required"/> 
        </xs:complexType> 
       </xs:element> 
      </xs:sequence> 
     </xs:complexType> 
    </xs:element> 
    <xs:element name="Tree5"> 
     <xs:complexType> 
      <xs:sequence> 
       <xs:element name="level00"> 
        <xs:complexType> 
         <xs:sequence> 
          <xs:element 
name="level10" type="level0Type"/> 
         </xs:sequence> 
         <xs:attribute name="value" 
type="tw:level01string" use="required"/> 
        </xs:complexType> 
       </xs:element> 
      </xs:sequence> 
     </xs:complexType> 
    </xs:element> 
    <xs:element name="Tree6"> 
     <xs:complexType> 
      <xs:sequence> 
       <xs:element name="level00"> 
        <xs:complexType> 
         <xs:sequence> 
          <xs:element 
name="level10" type="level0Type"/> 
         </xs:sequence> 
         <xs:attribute name="value" 
type="tw:level01string" use="required"/> 
        </xs:complexType> 
       </xs:element> 
      </xs:sequence> 
     </xs:complexType> 
    </xs:element> 
    <xs:element name="Tree7"> 
     <xs:complexType> 
      <xs:sequence> 
       <xs:element name="level00"> 
        <xs:complexType> 
         <xs:sequence> 
          <xs:element 
name="level10" type="level0Type"/> 
         </xs:sequence> 
         <xs:attribute name="value" 
type="tw:level01string" use="required"/> 
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        </xs:complexType> 
       </xs:element> 
      </xs:sequence> 
     </xs:complexType> 
    </xs:element>     
   </xs:sequence> 
  </xs:complexType> 
 </xs:element> 
 <xs:complexType name="level0Type"> 
  <xs:all> 
   <xs:element name="level20"> 
    <xs:complexType> 
     <xs:attribute name="value" type="xs:int" use="required"/> 
    </xs:complexType> 
   </xs:element> 
   <xs:element name="level21"> 
    <xs:complexType> 
     <xs:attribute name="value" type="xs:string" 
use="required"/> 
    </xs:complexType>  
    </xs:element>    
  </xs:all> 
  <xs:attribute name="value" type="tw:level10string" use="required"/> 
 </xs:complexType> 
</xs:schema> 
 
It imports another xml schema—four.xsd, which is listed in the following, and some simple types 
are defined in it. 
 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 
<xs:schema targetNamespace="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema/tw" 
xmlns:tw="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema/tw" 
xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"> 
 <xs:simpleType name="level2string"> 
  <xs:restriction base="xs:string"> 
   <xs:pattern value="[\p{L}_-]+(\.)[0-9]+(\*)[0-9]+"/> 
  </xs:restriction> 
 </xs:simpleType> 
 <xs:simpleType name="level0string"> 
  <xs:restriction base="xs:string"> 
   <xs:pattern value="(\*)(\()[\p{L}_-]+(\))"/> 
  </xs:restriction> 
 </xs:simpleType> 
 <xs:simpleType name="level01string"> 
  <xs:restriction base="xs:string"> 
   <xs:pattern value="(\*)(\()[\p{L}_-]+ (\+) [0-9]+(\))"/> 
  </xs:restriction> 
 </xs:simpleType>  
  <xs:simpleType name="level10string"> 
  <xs:restriction base="xs:string"> 
   <xs:pattern value="[\p{L}_-]+ (\+) [0-9]+"/> 
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  </xs:restriction> 
 </xs:simpleType> 
 <xs:simpleType name="level1string"> 
  <xs:restriction base="xs:string"> 
   <xs:pattern value="[\p{L}_-]+(\.)[0-9]+(\*)[0-9]+(\+)[\p{L}_-]+"/> 
  </xs:restriction> 
 </xs:simpleType> 
 <xs:simpleType name="level3set"> 
  <xs:restriction base="xs:int"> 
   <xs:enumeration value="4"/> 
   <xs:enumeration value="8"/> 
  </xs:restriction> 
 </xs:simpleType> 
 <xs:simpleType name="level3string"> 
  <xs:restriction base="xs:string"> 
   <xs:pattern value="[\p{L}_-]+(\.)[0-9]+"/> 
  </xs:restriction> 
 </xs:simpleType> 
 <xs:complexType name="level22Type"> 
  <xs:all> 
   <xs:element name="level30"> 
    <xs:complexType> 
     <xs:attribute name="value" type="tw:level3string" 
use="required"/> 
    </xs:complexType> 
   </xs:element> 
   <xs:element name="level31"> 
    <xs:complexType> 
     <xs:attribute name="value" type="tw:level3set" 
use="required"/> 
    </xs:complexType> 
   </xs:element> 
  </xs:all> 
  <xs:attribute name="value" type="tw:level2string" use="required"/> 
 </xs:complexType> 
 <xs:complexType name="level21Type"> 
  <xs:all> 
   <xs:element name="level30"> 
    <xs:complexType> 
     <xs:attribute name="value" type="tw:level3set" 
use="required"/> 
    </xs:complexType> 
   </xs:element> 
   <xs:element name="level31"> 
    <xs:complexType> 
     <xs:attribute name="value" type="tw:level3string" 
use="required"/> 
    </xs:complexType> 
   </xs:element> 
  </xs:all> 
  <xs:attribute name="value" type="tw:level2string" use="required"/> 
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 </xs:complexType> 
 <xs:complexType name="level2Type"> 
  <xs:all> 
   <xs:element name="level30"> 
    <xs:complexType> 
     <xs:attribute name="value" type="tw:level3Type" 
use="required"/> 
    </xs:complexType> 
   </xs:element> 
   <xs:element name="level31"> 
    <xs:complexType> 
     <xs:attribute name="value" type="tw:level3Type" 
use="required"/> 
    </xs:complexType> 
   </xs:element> 
  </xs:all> 
  <xs:attribute name="value" type="tw:level2string" use="required"/> 
 </xs:complexType> 
 <xs:simpleType name="level3Type"> 
  <xs:union memberTypes="tw:level3set tw:level3string"/> 
 </xs:simpleType> 
</xs:schema> 
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Appendix C 
 
 
 
Memorizer Output from DCT Case Study used in Permutation 
 
jfdctint.c_jpeg_fdct_islow_1_read.adg.xml 
<?xml version='1.0' encoding='UTF-8'?> 
<ADG> 
<Tree0> 
<level00 value="*(dataptr)" ><level10 value="dataptr" ></level10> 
</level00> 
</Tree0> 
<Tree1> 
<level00 value="*(dataptr + 4)" ><level10 value="dataptr + 4" ><level20 value="4" ></level20> 
<level21 value="dataptr" ></level21> 
</level10> 
</level00> 
</Tree1> 
<Tree2> 
<level00 value="*(dataptr + 8)" ><level10 value="dataptr + 8" ><level20 value="8" ></level20> 
<level21 value="dataptr" ></level21> 
</level10> 
</level00> 
</Tree2> 
<Tree3> 
<level00 value="*(dataptr + 12)" ><level10 value="dataptr + 12" ><level20 value="12" 
></level20> 
<level21 value="dataptr" ></level21> 
</level10> 
</level00> 
</Tree3> 
<Tree4> 
<level00 value="*(dataptr + 16)" ><level10 value="dataptr + 16" ><level20 value="16" 
></level20> 
<level21 value="dataptr" ></level21> 
</level10> 
</level00> 
</Tree4> 
<Tree5> 
<level00 value="*(dataptr + 20)" ><level10 value="dataptr + 20" ><level20 value="20" 
></level20> 
<level21 value="dataptr" ></level21> 
</level10> 
</level00> 
</Tree5> 
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<Tree6> 
<level00 value="*(dataptr + 24)" ><level10 value="dataptr + 24" ><level20 value="24" 
></level20> 
<level21 value="dataptr" ></level21> 
</level10> 
</level00> 
</Tree6> 
<Tree7> 
<level00 value="*(dataptr + 28)" ><level10 value="dataptr + 28" ><level20 value="28" 
></level20> 
<level21 value="dataptr" ></level21> 
</level10> 
</level00> 
</Tree7> 
</ADG> 
 
jfdctint.c_jpeg_fdct_islow_1_write.adg.xml 
<?xml version='1.0' encoding='UTF-8'?> 
<ADG> 
<Tree0> 
<level00 value="*(dataptr)" ><level10 value="dataptr" ></level10> 
</level00> 
</Tree0> 
<Tree1> 
<level00 value="*(dataptr + 4)" ><level10 value="dataptr + 4" ><level20 value="4" ></level20> 
<level21 value="dataptr" ></level21> 
</level10> 
</level00> 
</Tree1> 
<Tree2> 
<level00 value="*(dataptr + 8)" ><level10 value="dataptr + 8" ><level20 value="8" ></level20> 
<level21 value="dataptr" ></level21> 
</level10> 
</level00> 
</Tree2> 
<Tree3> 
<level00 value="*(dataptr + 12)" ><level10 value="dataptr + 12" ><level20 value="12" 
></level20> 
<level21 value="dataptr" ></level21> 
</level10> 
</level00> 
</Tree3> 
<Tree4> 
<level00 value="*(dataptr + 16)" ><level10 value="dataptr + 16" ><level20 value="16" 
></level20> 
<level21 value="dataptr" ></level21> 
</level10> 
</level00> 
</Tree4> 
<Tree5> 
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<level00 value="*(dataptr + 20)" ><level10 value="dataptr + 20" ><level20 value="20" 
></level20> 
<level21 value="dataptr" ></level21> 
</level10> 
</level00> 
</Tree5> 
<Tree6> 
<level00 value="*(dataptr + 24)" ><level10 value="dataptr + 24" ><level20 value="24" 
></level20> 
<level21 value="dataptr" ></level21> 
</level10> 
</level00> 
</Tree6> 
<Tree7> 
<level00 value="*(dataptr + 28)" ><level10 value="dataptr + 28" ><level20 value="28" 
></level20> 
<level21 value="dataptr" ></level21> 
</level10> 
</level00> 
</Tree7> 
</ADG> 
 
jfdctint.c_jpeg_fdct_islow_1_write_mac.txt 
jfdctint.c_jpeg_fdct_islow_1_write 
New value of Write 
offset 1 0 
offset 2 1 
offset 3 2 
offset 4 3 
offset 5 4 
offset 6 5 
offset 7 6 
offset 8 7 
 
jfdctint.c_jpeg_fdct_islow_1_write_macr.xml 
<?xml version='1.0' encoding='UTF-8'?> 
<macr> 
<value i='0' j='0'/> 
<value i='0' j='1'/> 
<value i='0' j='2'/> 
<value i='0' j='3'/> 
<value i='0' j='4'/> 
<value i='0' j='5'/> 
<value i='0' j='6'/> 
<value i='0' j='7'/> 
</macr> 
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Appendix D 
 
 
 
Example of from AdG’s graph format for one basic block 
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